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BIOMOVS II

Preface

BIOMOVS II (BlOspheric MOdel Validation Study - Phase II) is an international cooperative
study to test models designed to quantify the transfer and bioaccumulation of radionuclides
and other trace substances in the environment. The first phase of BIOMOVS was completed
in 1990. The second phase, BIOMOVS II, is due to cover the period from 1991-1996.

The BIOMOVS II study is jointly managed by five organisations:

• The Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada;

• Atomic Energy of Canada Limited;

• Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas Medioambientales y
Tecnologicas, Spain;

• Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radiactivos SA, Spain;

• Swedish Radiation Protection Institute.

The primary objectives of BIOMOVS II are threefold, namely:

1. to test the accuracy of the predictions of environmental assessment models for
selected contaminants and exposure scenarios;

2. to explain differences in model predictions due to differences in model structure,
modelling assumptions and/or differences in selected input data;

3. to recommend priorities for future research to improve the accuracy of model
predictions.

A secondary objective of the study is to act as a forum for the exchange of ideas, experience
and information in order to improve the confidence with which the environmental behaviour
of trace substances in the biosphere can be assessed quantitatively.

Two different approaches are used within BIOMOVS for fulfilling these objectives. One
approach of testing (Approach A) involves the formulation of test scenarios based on
suitable data and a comparison of model predictions against these independent data sets.
The other approach (Approach B) involves the comparison of model predictions and
associated estimates of uncertainty for specific test scenarios selected on the basis of
assessment priorities.

This report is one of a series of Technical Reports produced within BIOMOVS II and uses
Approach B to address the modelling of long term contaminant migration and impacts from
uranium mill tailings. The report has been developed in an international context and does
not necessarily present the position of the individual organisations represented by
contributors.
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Executive Summary

The Uranium Mill Tailings Working Group of BIOMOVS II was initiated in Vienna in 1991
with the primary objective of comparing models which can be used to assess the long term
impact of radioactive releases from uranium mill tailings, involving multiple pathways,
multiple contaminants and multiple environmental receptors.

A secondary objective was to examine how these models can be used to assess the fate of
stable toxic elements.

This is an interim report of the Working Group describing:

• development of a basic scenario describing a tailings system;

• application of models in deterministic calculations of contaminant concentrations
in biosphere media, and related radiation doses, contaminant intakes and health
risks;

• comparison of model results and review of the modelling.

A hypothetical scenario has been developed for contaminant releases from a uranium mill
tailings facility. The assumptions for the tailings facility and its environs have been chosen
to facilitate the evaluation of potentially important processes incorporated into models.
The site description is therefore idealised and does not represent any particular facility or
type of facility. Atmospheric and groundwater release source terms have been chosen to
facilitate comparison of models and should not be considered realistic.

The time and effort taken over derivation of the scenario description and the associated
preliminary modelling has been an important and valuable learning exercise. It also reflects
the importance of gaining a clear picture of what is being modelled so that comparisons of
model results are meaningful.

Work within the exercise has contributed to new model development and to improvements
and extensions to existing models.

The scenario is a simplified description of a real facility and the releases which might occur.
No allowance has been made for engineered features on the tailings disposal system which
might reduce releases. The source terms have been chosen so as to test the models and not
to represent realistic releases. As such, the results presented do not reflect the actual impact
of any real facility.

While absolute conclusions about critical pathways etc should not be drawn, a number of
useful indicative observations can be made arising from the results comparisons.

• The VI.07 exercise is essentially a simplified but comprehensive performance
assessment of a hypothetical waste disposal facility. The range of results
provided using a variety of modelling approaches and models in differing stages
of development suggests that it is difficult to exclude from consideration
particular contaminants or migration and exposure pathways in advance of
detailed assumptions for source terms and other site and assessment specific
features. This is consistent with results from an earlier, more generic, BIOMOVS
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multiple pathway study.

• Peak impacts on individuals from uranium mill tailings, may not arise for many
hundreds of years. Since during this period many possible site and environmental
changes might occur, not least because of human actions, a Reference Biosphere
approach may be appropriate in developing the scenarios to be modelled for a
real site. Reference Biospheres for solid waste disposal assessments are under
discussion elsewhere within the BIOMOVSII programme.

• Methods are available for assessing radiological and non-radiological health risks
to individuals from releases from tailings facilities, though their relative
significance will be locally dependent.

• Simplifications to modelling of contaminant accumulation in soil (eg using a 100
year residence time for all contaminants) are probably inappropriate. The long
term accumulation potential of the different contaminants may be substantially
different. It follows that assumptions have to be made about soil structure and
use over the long term.

• Simplification of the U-238 decay chain, ie assuming Pb-210 and Po-210 are in
secular equilibrium with the long-lived parent, Ra-226, is probably not
appropriate for the biosphere component of a waste disposal assessment. This is
especially true given the contribution of these radionuclides to natural background
doses via ingestion.

Development of more realistic scenarios and calculations has already begun. These
scenarios have been designed to allow for easier analysis of components of the system, and
correspondingly easier analysis of confidence in sub-models. Although more realistic than
the VI.07 scenario, the new scenarios retain a hypothetical context. A second Technical
Report is anticipated describing the results, which are to include uncertainty estimates.

IV
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1. Introduction

It is not technically feasible to extract all the uranium during exploitation of uranium
ore deposits. The uranium content of the resulting waste tailings may present a
pollution hazard. Radioactive daughters of the uranium isotopes will also be present
at levels dependent on the physical and chemical history of the tailings. The tailings
may also contain significant amounts of other metals which could present a pollution
hazard. Disposal is often in the vicinity of the mine or pit, and constitutes a
potential source of gaseous contaminants, such as radon, and non-gaseous
contaminants, such as uranium, thorium, radium and other metals. Both types of
contaminant release, ie releases to atmosphere and to the aqueous environment, may
have important impacts in the short and long term.

The prediction of transport of radioactive and non-radioactive contaminants from
uranium mill tailings into the surrounding environment requires a good understanding
of the processes controlling their release and the pathways along which they move.
These include release of gases and particulates to air, and leaching from the tailings
into groundwater, rivers or lakes and uptake and distribution in biota, soils and
sediments.

The Uranium Mill Tailings Working Group was initiated in Vienna in 1991
[BIOMOVS II, 1991] with Henri Camus (CEA-IPSN) as Working Group Leader. At
that first meeting, the Working Group identified a number of objectives and steps to
its work programme which have evolved as follows.

The primary objective is to compare models which can be used to assess the long
term impact of radioactive releases from uranium mill tailings, involving multiple
pathways, multiple contaminants and multiple environmental receptors. This
objective is linked to the objectives in other BIOMOVS II Working Groups, notably
the application of "Reference Biospheres" in performance assessment of solid
radioactive waste repositories [BIOMOVS II, 1994a]. The comparisons are intended
to improve understanding of processes and how to model them and to explain the
differences in model predictions, including uncertainties, so as to improve overall
confidence in model results. It should be noted that different models have different
objectives. For example, some models have a specific regulatory context whereas
others are used in research. Direct comparison of models in terms of their utility
would not be appropriate.

The second objective is to examine how these models can be used to assess the fate
of stable toxic elements in addition to the radionuclides.

The tasks anticipated over the BIOMOVS II programme include:

• development of a basic scenario describing releases of contaminants from a
tailings system;

• application of models in deterministic calculations of contaminant
concentrations in biosphere media, and related radiation doses, contaminant
intakes and health risks;
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• 'type B' comparison1 of model results and review of the modelling;

• enhancement of the basic model description, to include more detailed source
term and other site specific data, and, if possible, allowing for model
predictions to be compared with site data;

• application of models in probabilistic calculations of contaminant
concentrations in biosphere media, and related radiation doses, contaminant
intakes and health risks, including estimates of uncertainties.

This report is an interim report dealing with the first three points listed above. A
hypothetical scenario (as defined in the BIOMOVS II glossary [BIOMOVS II, 1993])
has been developed for contaminant releases from a uranium mill tailings facility.
The assumptions for the tailings facility and its environs have been chosen to
facilitate the evaluation of potentially important processes incorporated into models,
bearing in mind that some participating groups have only recently begun to develop
the relevant modelling capability. The site description is therefore idealised and
does not represent any particular facility or type of facility. Source terms have been
chosen to facilitate comparison of models and to ensure that potentially important
processes can be highlighted. For these reasons the source term assumptions made in
this report should not be considered realistic.

Development of more realistic scenarios and calculations has already begun. These
scenarios have been designed to allow for easier analysis of components of the
system, and correspondingly easier analysis of confidence in sub-models. A second
Technical Report is anticipated describing the results, which are to include
uncertainty estimates. So far, the scope for obtaining data for a 'Type A'
comparison of model predictions with field data appears to be limited. Tailings
management and monitoring of tailings facilities has a history limited to just a few
decades, whereas the processes of contaminant migration and accumulation may
operate over centuries or even longer. Consideration has also been given to using
analogue data from ancient mine workings to provide long term data, but without
success.

2. Scenario Derivation and Description

The description of a mine tailings system and its environment in terms relevant to
modelling multiple pathways and multiple contaminant migration was found not to
be a simple matter. Basic features of potential importance include: the chemical
features of the tailings themselves, the nature of any engineered barriers to
contaminant migration and their effect on the evolution of the tailings chemistry, long
term degradation effects, the hydrogeological system, the conditions and features of
the local biosphere, the assessment end-points of interest and the particular
contaminants of interest.

Several progressively simplified iterations of a scenario description were produced.
Preliminary calculations were made with the fifth version, designated VI.05,

Within BIOMOVS, a type A comparison is between model predictions and field data. A type B
comparison is between different model predictions.
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produced following a Working Group meeting in Prague hosted by the T G Masaryk
Water Research Institute. Despite the previous iterations, important differences in
interpretation of the scenario led to major differences in model predictions. A
particular difficulty concerned the assumptions for chemical effects in the tailings
pile which would have a big effect on the contaminant source term to groundwater.
In particular, solubility and sorption were treated differently in different models, and
some models were not capable of accounting for these processes. Given the
biosphere focus of BIOMOVS II it was decided to simplify the source term and the
associated groundwater migration system for VI.06. Seven partial sets of results for
version V1.06 were discussed at a Working Group meeting in Cadarache, hosted by
CEA-IPSN. Even at this stage, differences in interpretation of the scenario
description led to modelling differences tending to make comparison of results
problematic. In addition, it also became apparent that an extremely large dataset of
results would be produced, given the large number of media and contaminants being
considered.

During the meeting, COGEMA arranged for participants to visit a mining and milling
facility. This provided a useful opportunity for participants to observe and discuss
the important features of a real system.

Arising from the Cadarache meeting, version V1.07 was produced, reproduced here
in full as Appendix A. In outline, the VI.07 description involves the following
features:

• constant atmospheric "release source terms lasting 1,000 years, including
release of radon (with daughters) and contaminated dust, assuming no cover
over tailings material to limit releases;

• constant groundwater release source term lasting 1,000 years, with no
engineered barriers limiting the release;

• releases of radionuclides in the U-238 decay chain;

• releases of arsenic, chromium and nickel;

• deposition from atmosphere onto agricultural land used for arable and
livestock farming;

• abstraction from an aquifer via a well and use of the water for drinking and
agricultural (irrigation) purposes;

• discharge from the aquifer into a river and lake system, with fish caught from
the lake and use of the water for drinking and agricultural (irrigation)
purposes.

These main features are illustrated in Figures Al and A2 of Appendix A.

Participants were asked to predict contaminant concentrations in environmental
media as a function of time, radiation doses and metal intakes and the associated
risks to human health.

Version VI .07 was taken as the final version for deterministic calculations. The time
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and effort taken over derivation of this final scenario description and the associated
preliminary modelling was an important and valuable learning exercise. Much
information was exchanged concerning the types of processes which might need to be
modelled at different types of sites under different regulatory regimes. It also reflects
the importance of gaining a clear picture of what is being modelled so that
comparisons of model results make sense. Such lessons apply to other assessment
problems.

3. Models Applied to the Scenario

Nine models have been applied to the V1.07 scenario. These are:

ECOSR (Environmental Contamination from Surface Repositories)
Institute of Public Health and Medical Research, Romania

ETP/AECB (Environmental Transfer Pathway)
Atomic Energy Control Board, Canada

GEOLE/ABRICOT
Commissariat a 1'Energie Atomique - Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire,
France

IMPACT (Integrated Model for the Probabilistic Assessment of Contaminant
Transport)
Beak Consultants Ltd, Canada

JAERI model
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

RESRAD
Argonne National Laboratory/US Department of Energy

SACO (Safety Assessment Comparison)
Results presented by IMA/CIEMAT, Spain. SACO methodology jointly
developed by Intera Information Technologies and IMA/CIEMAT in work for the
Commission of the European Communities and ENRESA, Spain

SENES Model
SENES Consultants Ltd, Canada

SONS model
State Office for Nuclear Safety, Czech Republic

Model descriptions, model purposes, references and comments on the application to
the VI .07 scenario are given in Appendix B. It is important to recognise that some of
the models have been newly developed for this exercise, reflecting a growing
requirement for assessment in this context, whereas other models have been
developed and extended over many years. Several model extensions and
modifications were made during the VI.07 exercise, and such developments
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continue. The model descriptions given here in Appendix B do not necessarily
represent the very latest developments.

Not all the models allow for atmospheric as well as groundwater source terms. Most
of the models2 are similar conceptually, eg ID groundwater flow and linear
compartment models for transfer through soils to foodchain, etc. However there are
some interesting differences discussed in the comparison of results. Also, some
aspects of some models could not be or were not applied as specified in the VI.07
description. To a degree this reflects that some models were relatively inflexible and
not designed to cater explicitly for all the features in the scenario description. As an
example of this lack of flexibility, not all the models were able to combine doses over
the different pathways as requested in the scenario. This simply reflects the
different model purposes. Tables 1 and 2 indicate which models incorporated which
of the main features in the system for atmospheric and groundwater releases
respectively. . ••

The main calculational end-points requested included contaminant concentrations in
various environmental media, including a variety of foodstuffs, as a function of time
following start of release. Though the assumed source terms are highly idealised, this
should not detract from the objective of improving knowledge of how to model the
major biosphere transfer and accumulation processes leading to contaminant intake
and associated radiation doses and other health risks. However, quantitative
conclusions about particular pathways and contaminants can only apply to the
limited context of the idealised V1.07 scenario.

Even for the VI.07 version, the range of results requested was very ambitious. A full
set of requested results for the groundwater release would consist of time series
results for concentration, dose or intake, and risk in 2 zones, for each of 8
contaminants (assuming U-238 and U-234 are similar) in 9 media, ie a minimum of
several thousand numbers. Similar numbers would arise for the atmospheric source
term. Most of the nine calculating participants only provided a sub-set of these full
results.

Figure 1 indicates the sets of results provided by participants for each of the models.
These reflect the media and exposure pathways considered in each case. Note that
the models may be capable of producing additional results but these were not
provided. In some cases inflexibility in software may have limited the ability to
present intermediate results in a transfer pathway.

Preliminary comparison of initial results provided by participants highlighted a
number of differences which were due to remaining differences in scenario
interpretation, despite the previous iterations and simplifications. This can be partly
explained by the fact that not all participants were able to attend Working Group
meetings. Further explanation was provided on a case by case basis. Comparison of
initial results also resulted in identification of coding errors. Such errors ranged from
simplistic errors in units to more fundamental errors concerned with how the codes
work. Revised results were submitted as a consequence. Yet other revisions in

2There is a common confusion arising from different uses of the term 'model'. It may mean a
conceptual description, or a mathematical realisation of that concept or a specific (generally
computer) coded solution of that mathematical realisation. Here we mean the latter.
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results arose due to on-going model improvements. Most participants introduced at
least one revision to their initial results. The background to changes made to some of
the models is described in Appendix B.

It is relevant to note that the effects of user interpretation of scenarios are being
investigated within another BIOMOVS II Working Group [BIOMOVS II, 1994b],
though for relatively simple scenarios compared with a uranium mill tailings facility.
Also, as can be seen from descriptions in Appendix B, the IMPACT and ETP models
share a common development history, whereas the other models were or are being
developed independently.

The final results presented are discussed in the following section.

4. Comparison of Results

In a model comparison exercise such as this, involving multiple environmental
receptors, multiple pathways and multiple contaminants, a large number of
comparisons is possible. A great many results were requested and many results were
received, but not for all endpoints from all participants, and not always in the
format requested. All participating models were able to provide results as a function
of time, ie not just peak results. However, the initial results time and the subsequent
frequency of results varied considerably.

Little can be said about accuracy of model predictions in the absence of uncertainty
estimates or independent validated data. However, bearing in mind the diversity in
the models applied and the continuing developments even for relatively well
established models, it is hoped that the information to be gained about how people
model different processes can be useful. Therefore, the value in the comparison of
results of V1.07 is in identification of relevant processes whose inclusion affects
results significantly.

The V1.07 description is quite detailed. It includes more information and covers
' more environmental media than other scenario descriptions within BIOMOVS II

[BIOMOVS II, 1994b]. Many important parameter values were prescribed. However
the system being described is particularly large and complicated, and it is clear from
the model descriptions (Appendix B) that different uses have been made of the data
provided. As an example, consider the migration and accumulation of contaminants
in soil. Initially, as contaminants first reach the soil, different assumptions were used
in different models for the thickness of the surface soil in which rapid mixing occurs
resulting in different estimates of initial concentrations in soil. Not all models took
account of the given data for ploughing depth. In the longer term, variations in
results should be reduced because of the given 100 y residence time in the total soil
column. However, two models, SENES and GEOLE/ABRICOT, used a Kd related
function to determine the residence time in soil. In fact, since differences also arose
in estimates of the concentrations of contaminants in well water used to irrigate the
soil, considerable variations among estimates of concentrations in soil would be very
likely to arise.

Since the relative and absolute magnitudes of the assumed source terms were largely
arbitrary, comparison of the relative effects of different contaminants would not be
instructive. However, comparison of the different exposures for a single contaminant
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for one source term may be useful.

Noting all the above, presentation of results has focussed on results for Zone A.
Being nearer the source, this receives the highest deposition from the atmosphere and
is contaminated with irrigation water taken from the well, undiluted with other
surface water in the river. Another reason for focussing on Zone A is that results for
Zone B are, for some models, a simple multiple of Zone A results.

Consideration is given first to results nearest to the source and then to results further
down the migration - exposure pathway.

4.1 Atmospheric Release

For the atmospheric source term, the distances of special interest with respect to
atmospheric dispersion are 2.5 and 7.5 km, since these are given locations of the
critical groups. However, as discussed above, the focus of comparisons is on results
for Zone A, at 2.5 km.

Figures 2 to 5 show estimates of example contaminant concentrations in Zone A air.
The results are similar for all models except ECOSR. The high ECOSR values
correspond approximately to the assumption that all the source contamination is
released into the 22.5° Zone A sector (see Figure Al) instead of into a uniform wind
rose, as specified in the scenario description.

Deposition onto ground surfaces can result in accumulation of long-lived and stable
contaminants, so that, in the long term, resuspension may contribute significantly to
concentrations in air. The results in Figures 2 to 5 suggest this is not important for
the modelled situation; however, only two models included the process of
resuspension - see Table 1.

Figures 6 to 8 illustrate the dose or intake arising from inhalation of passage of the
..contaminated plume. Again, the absence of any rise in dose with time suggests that

the contribution from resuspension is not significant for the given scenario
assumptions.

Figures 9 to 12 indicate the slow accumulation of contamination in surface soil
arising due to continuing deposition from the atmosphere. The ECOSR results
appear high (eg Figure 9) probably because the deposition was higher, in turn,
because of the higher atmospheric concentration (Figure 2). Most models indicate
continued accumulation until a few hundred years, after which time gains to the soil
are matched by losses. This result corresponds to the 100 year physical half-life in
soil given in scenario description. Pb-210 (Figure 10) and Po-210 (Figure 11) are both
relatively short-lived, with half-lives of 22.3 years and 138.4 days respectively.
However, concentrations in soil continue to rise over a comparatively long period
because of in-growth from deposited Ra-226 in the soil. The predicted doses from
Pb-210 (and Po-210) via lettuce are higher than for U-238 and Ra-226, which is
consistent with data on doses due to natural background via consumption of
foodstuffs [UNSCEAR, 1993]. The SENES U-238 result levels off earlier at a lower
level because the assumed uranium sorption implies a shorter half-life in soil. For
arsenic (Figure 12), hold up in soil is as high for SENES as for the other models,
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reflecting a higher Kd for arsenic than for uranium.

Figures 13 to 15 show examples of the doses due to consumption of lettuce. Long
term accumulation in soil is shown to make a contribution compared with direct
deposition. However, the increase in dose with time for most models is not very
large, and is less than the variation in results of the different models. The largest
long term rise is associated with Ra-226, which has the highest soil-to-plant transfer
factor (Figure 14).

Figure 16 shows the dose from beef consumption for U-238. The SONS result is
probably very low because of the low value assumed for distribution factor, ie 3E-4
d kg-1 instead of 3E-2 d kg-1 given in the VI.07 description. (See Section B9.3.)
Variability in reported values for such important parameters is significant.
Conversion to annual risk (Figure 17) involves use of a simple conversion provided in
the scenario description. Note that the annual risk presented is the lifetime risk
arising from one year of exposure to the radiation hazard, ie due to the annual
radiation dose predicted.

Figure 18 illustrates the human intake of arsenic via beef consumption. The rise in
intake with time indicated by the SENES model corresponds to the rise in
concentration in soil (Figure 12) which is also indicated by other models but not to
the same degree. Figure 19 illustrates the total risk from all pathways for the person
in Zone A due to U-238. Differences arise because not all models included all
exposure pathways.

i.

4.2 Groundwater Release

According to the groundwater release description, the concentration of contaminants
in the tailings leachate is pessimistically assumed not to be diluted by mixing with
other waters below the tailings pile. Therefore, eventually, the concentrations of
long-lived radionuclides and stable contaminants found in the well water might be
expected to rise to near to the levels in the tailings leachate, although in the real

' system lateral dispersion may reduce these levels by the time the water reaches the
well.

Figures 20 to 22 give examples of contaminant concentrations in well water. Most
models show the eventual climb to concentration levels similar to those in the source
term. The picture is relatively clear for U-238, Figure 20. The lower results for the
SONS model are due to inclusion of dilution of contamination in the aquifer, not
allowed for in the scenario description. The low GEOLE-ABRICOT result is due to
inclusion of lateral dispersion in a way which reduces contaminant abstraction from
the well. As a process this is realistic, though the scale of the effect is not certain. It
would depend on how abstraction from the well affects the flow in the aquifer. The
low ECOSR result could also be due to allowance for lateral dispersion, though it is
not clear how the particular treatment (see Section Bl) may have affected results.
Other models assumed that the well abstraction captured all activity at 1000 m from
the source, as pessimistically suggested in the scenario description.

Figure 21, for Ra-226, illustrates the spread in results due to inclusion or exclusion of
longitudinal dispersion, and due to different treatments of longitudinal dispersion.
For example, RESRAD and SACO show the same shape because of the exclusion of
a longitudinal dispersion.
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The picture is also made more complicated by the combined effects of decay of
source term Ra-226 in transit and Ra-226 ingrowth from source term Th-230
occurring during transit. However, it is interesting that all the models predict similar
concentrations after 1000 years, apart from SONS, ECOSR and GEOLE/ABRICOT,
mentioned above.

Figures 23 to 26 illustrate examples of the accumulation of contaminants due to
continuing irrigation. The concentrations obtained reflect the results for
concentrations in well water as well as modelling of long term behaviour in soil.
Thus, for example, the SENES result for U-238, Figure 23, does not climb to the level
indicated for ETP, JAERI and SACO because of the assumed shorter residence time
in soil. (See discussion in Section 4.1).

Figures 27 to 29 illustrate the doses and intakes via beef consumption. For U-238,
Figure 27, the group of similar results reflects the results for U-238 in the well water,
Figure 20. That is, the U-238 intake by the cattle is dominated by their water
consumption. The low SONS result is consistent with Figure 20, but the high ECOSR
result is not. For Ra-226, Figure 28, the picture is very complicated, because of the
relatively high root uptake of radium. In this case, drinking water does not
necessarily dominate the intake by the cow. For some models, significant
contributions come via soil and pasture ingestion as well as drinking water.
Infiltration of radionuclides into the soil column is the subject of another BIOMOVSII
Working Group examining the effects of model complexity [BIOMOVS II, 1994b].
For Cr intake via beef, Figure 29, the similar results obtained with the RESRAD,
JAERI and SENES models reflect the similar results obtained for Cr in groundwater
(Figure 22). The higher results obtained from SACO and ECOSR imply significant
intake or uptake of Cr via ingestion of soil and pasture.

Figure 30 shows the results for the dose from U-238 via consumption of (irrigated)
lettuce. The shape of the curves illustrates that, in this case, direct deposition rather
than root uptake dominates, despite the potential for long term accumulation in soil.

Very much as an illustration. Figure 31 shows the results for risk summed over all
pathways and all radionuclides in the U-238 decay chain. Large differences in
results can be expected not just because of the differences illustrated above, but
because of the inclusion/exclusion of particular pathways. For example, not all
participants included external irradiation. The highest risks, suggested by RESRAD
and SACO, reflect the exclusion of longitudinal dispersion, giving higher but later
peaks.

5. Implications of Results Comparison and Conclusions

Long term assumptions for the biosphere used in the assessment of waste disposal
facilities are difficult to justify for many reasons. (See discussion in BIOMOVS II
[1994a].) As such, the modelling results for doses etc should be interpreted only as
indicators of the radiological and other environmental impact. This model
comparison exercise illustrates the limitations in the use of models and the difficulty
of generic application to particular circumstances. Comparisons of results made here
for the hypothetical facility contribute primarily to model development and to
identification of potentially important processes and parameters. The comparisons
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in Section 4 reflect the variety of detailed assumptions made in the different models
which can have an important bearing on results. The assumptions rely on
interpretation of the scenario itself, but the manner of the interpretation has reflected
the status and purpose of the modelling framework of each participating group.
Given this background, the types of methods discussed in BIOMOVS II [1995] about
model comparison, are mostly too detailed for direct application at this stage in the
Working Group activities.

The time and effort taken over derivation of V1.07 scenario description and the
associated preliminary modelling has been an important and valuable learning
exercise. It also reflects the importance of gaining a clear picture of what is being
modelled so that comparisons of model results make sense. This work in turn has
contributed to the V2 exercise, now in progress, which though still generic in context,
should provide information on which areas of uncertainty should be of most concern.

The VI.07 scenario is a simplified description of a hypothetical facility and the
releases which might occur. No allowance has been made for engineered features on
the tailings disposal system which might reduce releases. The source terms have been
chosen so as to test the models and not to represent realistic releases. As such, the
results presented do not reflect the actual impact of any real facility and tend to be
pessimistic.

Nevertheless, the facility and environment being considered are complicated,
including many different parts of the biosphere and several different contaminants.
The V1.07 exercise has allowed the modelling groups to compare their models in
terms of major features, including modelling of both atmospheric and groundwater
releases to the biosphere. Such a wide variety of features has helped in the
development of new models, such as the SONS and ECOSR models, and in the
improvement of existing models. The SENES model, for example, has been modified
to include several additional exposure pathways, such as direct consumption of well
water by humans. During the course of the exercise the RESRAD model has been
modified: to provide results for contaminant concentrations, in addition to doses
and risks; to provide results for radionuclides giving rise to dose as opposed to
doses due to disposal of (parent) radionuclides; to allow for the effect of lateral
dispersion; and to allow for calculation of "off-site" impacts arising outside facility
boundaries. The present on-going development by IPSN of a new, more flexible code,
GEOS, has arisen in part through participation in the exercise. GEOS is being
applied to the V2 scenarios. Fuller details of these model developments are
described in Appendix B.

The influence of different modelling approaches to particular components of the
overall system has been illustrated. However, firm but generic conclusions about the
best approach cannot be drawn because of different site specific features and
regulatory requirements. Conclusions about absolute or even relative importance of
particular migration or exposure pathways cannot be drawn, without reference to
these site and assessment specific issues. Any shallow burial facility, whether
treated realistically or otherwise, is likely to present site specific issues which
significantly affect the assessment of impacts3. Site specific issues include not only

3Note for example the conclusion of a Nuclear Energy Agency study on reference levels for
acceptance of long-lived radionuclides in shallow burial facilities [NEA, 1986]. 'The establishment
of reference levels in terms of total activity limits (which in turn relate to radiological impacts) for
a facility is usually dependent on ... scenarios which are highly site specific'.
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physical features of the system, but also the assessment requirements.

For example, although many regulatory regimes require the assessment of individual
doses (or risks), the definition of the critical groups varies and the summation of
doses over exposure pathways also varies. No single formulation is necessarily
correct. (See discussion in BIOMOVS II [1994a] and in the recent US National
Academy of Sciences report on waste disposal criteria [NAS, 1995].) Different
calculated outputs required in different countries have lead to different formats for
combination and presentation of results. In this exercise, all the groups have been
asked to comply with the same format, not necessarily the form which would
normally be used. Most codes used were not conveniently flexible in this respect,
and this contributed to difficulties in comparing results.

While absolute conclusions about critical pathways etc should not be drawn, a
number of useful indicative observations can be made arising from the results
comparisons.

• The VI.07 exercise is essentially a simplified but comprehensive
performance assessment of a waste disposal facility. The range of results
provided using a variety of modelling approaches and models in differing
stages of development suggests that it is difficult to exclude from
consideration particular contaminants or migration and exposure
pathways in advance of detailed assumptions for source terms and other
site and assessment specific features. This is consistent with results from
an earlier, more generic, BIOMOVS multiple pathway study [BIOMOVS,
1990].

• Peak impacts on individuals from uranium mill tailings, may not arise for
many hundreds of years. Since during this period many possible site and
environmental changes might occur, not least because of human actions, a
Reference Biosphere approach may be appropriate in developing the
scenarios to be modelled for a real site [BIOMOVS II, 1994a].

• Methods are available for assessing potential radiological and non-
radiological health risks to individuals from releases from tailings
facilities, though their relative significance will be locally dependent.

• Simplifications to modelling of contaminant accumulation in soil (eg using
a 100 year residence time for all contaminants) are probably
inappropriate. The long term accumulation potential of the different
contaminants may be substantially different4. It follows that assumptions
have to be made about soil structure and use over the long term.

• Simplification of the U-238 decay chain, ie assuming Pb-210 and Po-210
are in secular equilibrium with the long-lived parent, Ra-226, is probably
not appropriate for the biosphere component of a waste disposal
assessment. This is especially true given the contribution of these
radionuclides to natural background doses via ingestion.

4NB It is only possible to make this point since two participating groups supplied results which
were not based on the 100 year assumption given in the scenario description. Strict adherence to the
scenario description would not have allowed this issue to develop.
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Table 1: Uranium Mill Tailings VI.07 - Atmospheric Processes

BIOMOVS II, Uranium Mill Tailings, V1.07 scenario

Matrix of Models and Processes: Atmospheric release
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3. Not all models model Po-210 separately from Pb-210. Some models were modified in the course of the work to allow this.
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Table 2: Uranium Mill Tailings VI.07 - Groundwater Processes

BIOMOVS II, Uranium Mill Tailings, V1.07 scenario
Matrix of Models and Processes: Groundwater release
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1. Not all models model Po-210 separately from Pb-210. Some models were modified in the course of the work to allow this.
2. The scenario asked for application of a ID model of groundwater transport.
3. Pb-210 and Po-210 assumed to be in secular equilibrium in the soil. Th-230 ingrowth not modelled.
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4. Lateral dispersion modelled by assuming perpendicular flow velocity 1000 times lower than that in the direction of aquifer flow.
5. Accumulation in soil following irrigation not allowed for.
6. Longitudinal dispersion included for the metal contaminants.
7. Surface soil modelled separately from the root zone soil.
8. Contaminants removed from soil by leaching and erosion, which are modelled as separate processes.
Due primarily to the large number of res
report. However, some of the features o

ults, it was agreed at the Madrid WG meeting (May 94) not to present results for zone B in the V1.07
' modelling relevant to the zone, eg for the lake, are considered here.
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Figure 1: Uranium Mill Tailings Results Files Received
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Figure 2: U-238 Concentration in Air, Zone A, Abnos. Source Term
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Figure 3: Pb-210 Concentration in Air, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 4: Rn-222 Concentration in Air, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 5: As Concentration in Air, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 6: U-238 Dose from Air, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 7: Rn-222 Dose from Air, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 8: As Intake from Air, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 9: U-238 Concentration in Soil, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term.
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Figure 10: Pb-210 Concentration in Soil, Zone A, Afmos. Source Term
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Figure 11: Po-210 Concentration in Soil, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 12: As Concentration in Soil, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 13: U-238 Dose from Lettuce, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 14: Ra-226 Dose from Lettuce, Zone A, Atmos. Source Tenn
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Figure 15: Pb-210 Dose from Lettuce, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 16: U-238 Dose from Beef, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 17: U-238 Risk in Beef, Zone A, Atmos. Source Term
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Figure 18: As Intake from Beef, Zone A, Ahnos. Source Term
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Figure 19: U-238 Total Risk in Zone A, Atmospheric Source Term
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Figure 20: U-238 Concentration in Well Water, Zone A, GW
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Figure 21: Ra-226 Concentration in Well Water, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 22: Cr Concentration in Well Water, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 23: U-238 Concentration in Soil, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 24: Ra-226 Concentration in Soil, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 25: Po-210 Concentration in Soil, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 26: Cr Concentration in Soil, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 27: U-238 Dose from Beef, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 28: Ra-226 Dose from Beef, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 30: U-238 Dose from Lettuce, Zone A, GW Source Term
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Figure 31: U-chain Total Risk in Zone A, Groundwater Source Term
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Appendix A: Uranium Mill Tailings Scenario Description V1.07

URANIUM MILL TAILINGS
Scenario Description V1.07, April 1993

The following sets out the V1.07 scenario as provided to calculating participants. Where
clarifications have occurred since, these are noted in italics.

Al. Background

It is not technically feasible to extract all the uranium during processing of uranium
ore. The U content of the resulting tailings typically varies between 0.001% and
0.01% and there are associated amounts of toxic elements. The tailings are typically
disposed of in the vicinity of the mine or pit, and constitute a potential source of
gaseous contaminants (radon) and non-gaseous contaminants including radio
elements, such as uranium, thorium, radium and other toxicants such as heavy
metals. Both types of release may be important in both the short and long term.

The prediction of transport of radioactive and non-radioactive contaminants from
uranium mill tailings into the surrounding environment requires a good understanding
of the processes controlling their release and the pathways along which they move.
These include release of gases and particulates to air and leaching of contaminants
from the tailings into groundwater, rivers, or lakes and their uptake and distribution
in biota, soils and sediment.

A2. Objectives

The overall objectives of the Uranium Mill Tailings Working Group are two-fold.

The first is to compare existing models which can be used to assess the long term
impact of radioactive releases from uranium mill tailings, involving multiple
pathways, multiple contaminants and multiple receptors with a view to
understanding the reasons for the differences in model predictions, including
uncertainty.

The second objective is to examine how these models can be used to assess the fate
of some stable toxic elements in addition to the radionuclides. Consideration is
limited to the radiation doses and risks from the U-238 decay chain, since commonly
this dominates over the U-235 chain in tailings assessment results and to the
chemically induced cancer risk due to intake of 3 stable elements, arsenic, chromium
and nickel.

Al
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A3. Scope and Work Programme

To achieve the overall objectives described above a step-wise approach has been
adopted that starts with a simplified basic case to which the complexities of the real
system will be gradually introduced.

In the first step a basic scenario is defined (see section A4). Model results produced
according to this description are used as the basis for intercomparison of the models
(Type B approach). The source term from the tailings is treated as a simple constant
release for a fixed period so that effort can be concentrated on modelling the
subsequent transport in the biosphere. Separate consideration is given to the
atmospheric and groundwater release source terms. It is anticipated that
comparison of the model results will allow differences arising from model structure
to be identified and quantified. Values of important parameters are specified in the
basic scenario in order to limit the uncertainties arising due to the user's
interpretation. Results are to be calculated on a deterministic basis.

In subsequent steps, it is intended that consideration will be given to probabilistic
evaluation of the uncertainties and time dependent source terms. Initially, these tests
will be carried out as type B tests. However, data are now sought from a variety of
sites around the world, representative of different environments, to provide
independent datasets for environmental transport model testing (Type A testing).
This should permit comparison of the model results taking account of realistic time
dependent source terms. (In fact, no suitable datasets have been identified to date.)

A4. Basic Scenario Description V1.07

Radioactive and stable toxic contaminants are released continuously for a period of
1000 years from a uranium mill tailings pile into both the atmosphere and the
underlying groundwater. After 1000 years the releases stops.

There is an atmospheric release to an agricultural area and a forested area, (see
Figure Al). Two zones can be distinguished; zone A which extends from the source
(uranium mill tailings pile) out to 5 km, and zone B which extends from 5 km out to
10 km. Contaminants are also released from the uranium mill tailings pile via
groundwater and transported to a small river and well that are situated at 1000 m
(see Figure A2).

The river flows into a lake that is situated in the agricultural area at the boundary
between zones A and B. There are fish in the lake which are consumed by the
populations in both zone A and B. Two crops are grown, leafy vegetables (lettuce)
and pasture grass. Beef cattle graze the pasture grass. In zone A one hectare of
leafy vegetables (lettuce) is grown at the mid-point (2.5 km). The lettuce is irrigated
with water from the well. The remaining area is pasture grass and is not irrigated.
The Zone B agricultural area is divided into two equal areas of leafy vegetables
(lettuce) and pasture grass (see Figure 1). Only the crop of leafy vegetables (lettuce)
is irrigated, during the summer months with water from the lake. Drinking water
(for livestock and humans), is taken from the well in zone A and the lake in zone B.
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For zone A the occupancy is assumed to be at 2.5 km, 60% indoors and 40%
outdoors in the vegetable production area. For zone B it is the same but at 7.5 km.

Full details of the source term and the site characteristics are given in the Annex to
the scenario description.

A5. Material Requested from Participants

Assuming the characteristics specified in the following Annex for the various
scenario components, the following calculations are requested, separately for the
atmospheric and groundwater source terms. Please present results as a function of
time from the commencement of the release. Please truncate the calculation at 10,000
years, even if the system has not come into equilibrium. This truncation is included
since beyond that time the whole surface environment will have been altered
significantly.

For zone A calculate the concentration of each contaminant due to each source term
in:

atmosphere (Bq nr3, mg nv3)
well water (Bq H, mg H)
soil (Bq m-3t» mg nv3)
pasture (Bq kg-1 ww*, mg kg-1 ww)
lettuce (Bq kg-1 ww,,mg kg-1 ww)
beef (Bq kg-1 ww, mg kg-1 ww) and
fish (Bq kg-1 ww, mg kg-1 ww)

*ww is wet weight *See Annex for soil data.

For zone B calculate the concentration of each contaminant due to each source term
in:

river water (Bq H, mg I-1)
lake water (Bq I-1, mg H )
lake sediment (Bq kg-1 ww*, mg kg-1 ww)
soil (Bq m-3, mg nv3)
pasture (Bq kg-1 ww, mg kg-1 ww)
lettuce (Bq kg-1 ww, mg kg-1 ww) and
beef (Bq kg-1 ww, mg kg-1 ww)

For each zone, calculate for each source term:

i. the annual individual effective dose (Sv a-1) due to the release of each
radionuclide in the U-238 decay series (defined in the Appendix) for each
exposure pathway to members of the critical group. The exposure
pathways include: ingestion of drinking water, fish, beef and lettuce;
external irradiation from the ground; and inhalation of contaminants from
the atmospheric source term and suspended from the ground. Factors to
convert annual intake into effective dose are provided in the annex;
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ii. as for i. but summed over the pathways;

iii. the intake of each stable element (mg a-1) for each pathway;

iv. as for iii. but summed over pathways;

v. lifetime average cancer incidence risk from a years exposure or intake
summed over pathways for the U-238 series, and for each stable element.
Factors to convert annual intake (Bq a-1 or mg a-1) into this quantity are
provided in the annex. (The breakdown of risks among pathways can be
derived from the other results provided.)

Please provide results as hard copy and on disk in file formats as given in annex.

Participants are also requested to provide:

a one page description of the application of their model to the scenario,
noting any ways in which they added to or had to modify the description or
site characteristics;

a diagram indicating the components of the model and contaminant transfers;

a brief commentary on the results produced; and

a reference for the model used.

Again, please provide results as hard copy and on disk. Mac disks and Word
Perfect are most convenient for the secretariat but PC disks and other word
processors would still be very helpful.

In preparing results, participants may wish to take account of the following factors
which arise from the scenario description. For the groundwater release, the
concentration of contaminants in the leachate is not diluted by mixing with other
waters below the tailing pile. Therefore, eventually, the concentrations of long-lived
radionuclides and stable contaminants found in the well water could rise to near to
the levels in the tailing leachate, although lateral dispersion may reduce these levels
by the time the water reaches the well. On entering the river, the leachate is diluted
by a factor of ten, so that the long term rise in the river water concentrations would
be no more than to one tenth the initial leachate concentration. Concentrations in the
lake would rise to similar levels, although there may be additional reductions from
the water column due to sedimentation. The water used for well irrigation is given to
have no particulate in it. That taken from the lake would have a proportion of
activity associated with suspended sediment. Irrigated areas would see an
accumulation per m2 corresponding to the rate of irrigation (m a-1) and the
concentration in that water. Given the 100 year half-life in soil, concentrations in
soils may be expected to rise for several hundred years and then level off. For the
atmospheric source term, the distances of special interest with respect to
atmospheric dispersion are 2.5 and 7.5 km, since these are the given locations of the
critical groups. Deposition onto ground surfaces can result in accumulation of long-
lived and stable contaminants, so that, in the long term, resuspension may contribute
significantly to concentrations in air.
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Annex to Appendix A: Specification of the Source Term and
Receiving Environment Characteristics and Other Data Required

A6. Groundwater Release

A one dimensional model is to be used to calculate the groundwater transport of the
contaminants from the uranium mill tailings pile (Figure A2). A simple source term
for groundwater release is assumed: a constant concentration of contaminants in the
porewater in the tailings. The characteristics of the tailings pile and underlying
sandy soil are quantified below.

Uranium Tailings Pile

Surface area
Height
Infiltration

(These data were retained from the previous scenario description version, V1.06. In fact,
given the VI.07 groundwater release source term description above, they are redundant and
were confusing to some participants.)

Tailings/Sandy Soil

Darcy velocity ^ k - 1.2102 mSm^a-1

Dispersion coefficient DL = 110-3m2s-1

Dry bulk density Pb = 1.4103kgm-3

Porosity (total effective) e = 40% by volume
Soil distribution coefficient Kd = See Table A2

Table Al: Source Term Values for Groundwater and Atmospheric Release

A
H
I

5 105 m2t
10 m
0.1 ma-i

Contaminant

U(VT)t
Ra-226
Pb-210
Po-210
Th-230
As
Ni
Cr

Constant concentration
in pore water t

100
200
200
200
10
0.14
0.70
7.00

BqH
BqH
BqH
BqH
Bq l-i
mgH
mgH
mgH

Constant atmospheric
release rate

6.2 Bq s-l
1.0 102 Bq s-i
1.0 102 Bqs-l
1.0 102 Bqs-l
1.0 102 Bq s-i
7.1 10-4 g s-i
7.1 10-6 g s-i
7.1 10-5 g s-i

t Please assume 100 Bq H and 6.2 Bq s-i each of U-238 and of U-234. For the
timescales of interest in this study, these two radionuclides can be assumed to be in
equilibrium in all parts of the environment. Results for concentrations of U-234 do
not therefore need to be separately presented. Results for the doses for the two
radionuclides can be added together, under the heading U-238/4, noting that the
dose and risk factors for the two radionuclides are very similar. Note that the
tailings are depleted in uranium relative to the daughters.
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Table A2: Kd Values to be Assumed for Sandy Soil

Element Kd (m3 kg-i) Element Kd (m' kg-i)

U 5 10-3
Ra 5 10-2 Ni i 10-3

Pb 5 10-2 Cr 1 10-3
Po 5 10-2 As 5 10-1
Th 1 100

A7. Atmospheric Release

A constant solid emission rate from the tailings pile due to wind erosion is
assumed for the atmospheric release. The atmospheric release rates are summarized
in Table Al. For Rn-222 the release is not related to wind erosion. An emission rate
of 2.5 106 Bq s-i for Rn-222 is assumed.

The following conditions are assumed during atmospheric release:

Wind Rose Stability category D
Average windspread 3 m s-1

Release height 10 m
Release to 16 sector window (22.5°)
Uniform wind rose (ie wind blows equally in all directions).

Radon daughters sorbed on the Aitken nuclei:

Deposition velocity Vgr = 10-3 m s-1

Soil resuspended particles:

Resuspension layer Rj = 10"2 m
Resuspension factor RfS = 10~9 m-1

Deposition velocity Vgs = 10"2 ms-1 (-10 um median
aerodynamic diameter)

A8. Aquatic System

A lake is situated in the agricultural area between zone A and B and
becomes contaminated through the river (and by aerosols) (Figure Al) . Its
physical characteristics which are presented below, are the same as those
described in BIOMOVS I, Technical Report 1 scenario B3. All the fish
eaten by the people living in the two zones are obtained from this lake.

- the lake characteristics

Dilution factor (Df), due to the river
between the source term and the lake 101

Volume of the lake 107 m3

Average depth of the lake 101 m
Output flow = input flow 108 m3 a-1
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Net evaporation rate 0 m a-1

Suspended sediment load 10 g m-3
Suspended sediment Kd Soil Kd values xlO2

*Net sediment deposition rate through
water column 0.1 m d-i

* For the purposes of this exercise the rate of sediment accumulation in the

lake affecting hydraulic residence time will not be considered.

- the upper sediments (aerobic) of the lake

Aerobic sediments Kd Soil Kd values x 101

Porosity 95% by volume
Depth 10-1 m
Bulk density 1.05 103 kg m-3
Diffusion coefficient 10-u m2 s-1

- the deeper sediments (anaerobic) of the lake

Anaerobic sediments Kd Soil Kd values x 104

Porosity 90% by volume
Depth 5 10-1 m
Bulk density 1.1103 kg m-3
Diffusion coefficient 5 10-12 m2 s-l

A well is situated in the agricultural area in zone A, 1000 m from the
uranium tailings release point (Figure Al). The well has no impact on the
groundwater discharge to the river and the well water contains no
particulates. The well water is used for drinking, and irrigation of 1 ha of
agricultural land situated at the midpoint of zone A (2.5 km).

A9. Agricultural Area

For the winter 6 months of the year there is no vegetation. In the summer 6 months,
crops are grown. In zone A water is taken from the well to irrigate a crop of leafy
vegetables (lettuce) covering 1 hectare at the midpoint (2.5 km) of zone A. The
remaining area is devoted to pasture which is not irrigated.

In zone B irrigation water is drawn from the lake and is used to irrigate the crop of
leafy vegetables (lettuce) only. The pasture is not irrigated. The soil properties in the
agricultural area are given in section A6 (groundwater release). The additional input
data are listed below.

Sandy Soil

Ploughing depth Ds = 0.25 m
Ploughing frequency M = 1 a-i
Half life of contaminants in soil due
to all removal processes except
radioactive decay Sv = 100 a
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Crop Data

Two crops are considered, pasture grass and leafy vegetables. The pasture grass is
cut once each season. A 180 day vegetation period is assumed. The vegetation
period for leafy vegetables (lettuce) is 90 days. The crop parameters are as follows:

Crops

Leafy vegetables (lettuce)
Pasture grass

where:

1.4
1.85

Ns

0.7
0.5

14
14

N,

0.1
0.1

Y annual yield (kg nv2 wet weight)
Ns foliar interception fraction for dust (-)
Tv weathering half life for intercepted dust (d)
Ni foliar interception fraction for irrigation water (-)

Irrigation

Those crops which are irrigated are assumed to be irrigated throughout
their vegetation period.

Irrigation rate
Irrigation time

11 m-2 d-i
8 hours per day

The transfer of individual elements from soil to crops via root uptake is specified
with a transfer factor (TFgp). The transfer factors to be used are listed in Table 3
and are expressed on a fresh weight plant per dry weight soil basis.

Table A3: Soil-to-Plant Transfer Factors

Element

U
Ra
Pb
Po
Th

Animal Data

TFSP

4 10-3
5 10-2
2 10-3
5 10-3
4 10-4

Element

Ni
Cr
As

TFSP

5 10-3
1 10-2
4 10-3

There is permanent pasture in each zone of the agricultural area and livestock are not
transferred between zones. Drinking water for the animals is taken from the well in
zone A and from the lake in zone B.

Consumption Values (beef cattle)

Pasture grass
Soil
Water

50
0.5
50

kgd-i
kgd-i
Id i

(wet weight)
(wet weight)
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Inhalation rate 150 m3 d-i

The transfer of individual elements to beef and edible portion of fish following
ingestion is quantified by a distribution factor (DF). The distribution factors for
meat and fish are summarised in Table A4 and are expressed on a wet weight basis.

Element

U
Ra
Pb
Po
Th
As
Ni
Cr

Table A4: Animal Distribution Factors

DF m (d kg-i) meat

3 10-2
5 10-4
2 10-3
5 10-1
4 10-4
5 10-1
5 10-3
1 10-2

DFf (1 kg-i) fish

1 101
5 101
3 102
5 101
1 102
5 101
5 101
2 102

(Subsequent review of this choice of parameters highlighted that the assumption for Po, 0.5
d kg-1, is very high. More typically a value two orders of magnitude lower is assumed, eg
see IAEA Safety Series 57.)

A10. Human Data

The consumption values and percentage occupancy for individuals in the different
regions of each zone are listed below. It is assumed that the critical group members
are permanently resident in their respective zones. The exposure pathways to be
considered are inhalation, ingestion and external exposure.

Diet: meat (beef) 50 kg a-i
fish 5 kg a-i
vegetables (lettuce) 25 kg a-i
drinking water 21 d-i

Occupancy: home 60%
farmland 40%

Indoor reduction of dust relative to outside 50%
Shielding effect of being indoors relative to outside 50%
Indoor radon equilibrium factor 0.5
Outdoor radon equilibrium factor Zone A 0.1

Zone B 0.3
Inhalation rate 8400 m3 a-1
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All. Factors for Converting Annual Intake to Radiation Dose

U-238
U-234
Th-230
Ra-226
Rn-222*
Pb-210
Po-210

Inhalation
Sv Bqi
3.1E-5
3.5E-5
5.1E-5
2.1E-6
1.2E-8
2.2E-6
1.9E-6

Ingestion
Sv Bqi
4.2E-8
3.9E-8
3.5E-7
2.2E-7
Not applicable
1.3E-6
6.2E-7

Effects of unlisted daughters are included with those of the parents, on the
assumption that they must be in equilibrium with the parent at the time of intake.
Values listed are committed effective doses to adults for the chemical form giving rise
to the highest dose in each case. Data have been taken from Phipps A W, Kendall G
M, Stather J W and Fell T P, Committed Equivalent Organ Doses and Committed
Effective Doses from Intakes of Radionuclides. National Radiological Protection
Board, NRPB-R245, London, HMSO, 1991.

* R245 does not give numbers for Rn-222. The value for Rn-222 is derived from the
NRPB Board Statement on Radon in Homes, Documents of the NRPB, volume 1,
nol, Chilton, 1990, and is the value of dose arising from Rn-222 and its solid short-
lived decay products per Bq of Rn-222 inhaled. If additional or alternative radon
dosimetry is adopted, eg involving the radon equilibrium factors listed above, please
indicate this with your results.

A12. Factors for Converting Annual Intake to Risk

The radionuclide data given below are taken from Health Effects Assessment
Summary Tables, Annual FY 1992, United States Environmental Protection Agency,
OERR 9200.6-303 (92-1). They represent the lifetime total excess cancer risk per
unit intake or exposure. If the intake occurs over one year, then risk calculated is the
lifetime risk from that year's intake. Likewise, for unit activity concentration in the
soil, then the figures represent the lifetime risk from one year of exposure. (These
numbers will not necessarily give the same risk as would be obtained by multiplying
the calculated effective dose by the risk per unit effective dose, eg as assessed by
ICRP.)

Ingestion External
Risk/Bq Risk/y per Bq/g soil
7.6E-10 9.7E-7
4.3E-10 8.1E-10
3.5E-10 1.5E-9
3.2E-9 1.6E-4
4.6E-11 1.6E-4
1.4E-8 3.5E-9
4.1E-9 7.8E-10

Effects of unlisted daughters are included with those of the parents. In the case of
Ra-226 it is assumed that Rn-222 and its short-lived daughters are also present in
equilibrium on intake with the Ra-226.

A10
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U-234
Th-230
Ra-226
Rn-222
Pb-210
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Inhalation
Risk/Bq
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The following data for metals are also taken from the EPA report. The values
represent the same cancer risk as above per mg intake assuming that intake is evenly
distributed throughout a year, and so represents the risk per unit annual intake.

As
Cr
Ni

Inhalation
Risk/mg
6.8E-3
5.6E-3
1.2E-4

Ingestion
Risk/mg
2.5E-4
-
_

(Risk data of this type are constantly under review, though the basic data for these three
elements are unchanged in the 1994 version of the EPA's HEAST tables. The extension of
the HEAST carcinogeneity data, based on continuous lifetime exposure, to lifetime risk from
an animal intake may be questioned. However, the illustration of the type of calculation
which can be done is interesting.)

A13. Requested Format for Results Files

To assist in the collation of results it is suggested that a common file name structure
should be used for the results files, as follows.

1st character identifies atmospheric or groundwater source term, A or G

2nd character, zone A or zone B A or B

3rd character, the medium;
atmosphere A
soil S
pasture P
lettuce (vegetable) V
beef B
fish F
river water R
well water W
lake water L
lake sediment (mud) M
sum over pathways (total) T

4th character, concentration, intake, dose or risk C, I, D, or R

5th character, contaminant:
U-238 chain U
Metals M

As examples, the dose from the U-238 chain due to ingestion of lettuce in zone A
due to the atmospheric source term would be in file AAVDU.data. The metals
intake in zone B from all pathways from the groundwater source term for the whole
chain would be in file GBTIM. The following is the suggested layout for the data.

Line one. A title line, eg AAVDU, also giving the units in which results are reported.
These should be as requested above, but respecifying them is intended to provide an
additional check.

All
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Line two. A header line as follows for the U-238 chain:

Time y I U-238/4 I Th-230 I Ra-226 I Pb-210 I Po-210 I Rn-222 ! chain sum

The U-238/4 column should contain the contributions from both radionuclides. In
the case of activity, the amounts for each radionuclide are the same. In the case of
dose or risk the amounts for each radionuclide are similar. Rn-222 results are put to
the end since they are not required for all cases, eg for the groundwater release.

For the metals line 2 becomes:

Time y I arsenic I chromium I nickel

Line three. The results at each time, eg

4E1 1.2E3 1.2E3 1.2E3 1.2E3 1.2E3 1.2E3 7.2E3
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River
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See Figure A2
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Figure Al: Plan View of Area Surrounding the Uranium Mill Tailings Pile
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Appendix B: Descriptions of Models Applied to the Scenario

The following are summaries of information on the models supplied by participants
relevant at the time when calculations were done. The summaries include comments
on how the models have been applied to the scenario description. Where the models
have been adapted to allow inclusion of features in the V1.07 description, these
adaptions are noted. Where features in the description have had to be modified to
allow the application of the model, these modifications are also noted.

Bl ECOSR (Environniental Contamination from Surface
Repositories)

Environmental Contamination from Surface Repositories (ECOSR) is a time
dependent, multicompartmental model. The conceptual model and the code were
developed for the BIOMOVS IIUMT exercise, to serve as a starting point for further
developments. In the present form it is usable for research purposes only. Detailed
description of the model is given in reference [Bl.l].

Dispersion of the contaminants in the environment has been modelled considering,
two pathways: atmospheric dispersion and groundwater transport (groundwater
contaminated by the tailing leachate and atmospheric deposition and infiltration).
The study area has been divided in a rectangular grid of 100 x 100 m up to 1000 m
from the source and 1000 x' 1000 m in the rest, each square representing a
compartment. Groundwater and atmospheric dispersion were treated separately.

Bl.l Source Terms

Atmospheric Dispersion: The atmospheric source term has been described by a
sector averaged Gaussian plume model [B1.2], plume depletion by wet and dry
deposition, emission represented by a step function. Meteorological conditions are
those given in the scenario description VI .07. Deposition was considered in the
agricultural and pasture area only (one 22.5° sector).

Groundwater Transport: The groundwater contamination source was the leachate
under the tailing which enters into the first compartment near the tailing, with
concentrations given in the scenario description. The saturated aquifer was assumed
to flow towards the river. To simulate lateral dispersion, a river-parallel flow was
added with flow velocity 1000 time lower than the flow towards the river. Basic
processes considered were advection, retardation (linear sorption), radioactive
decay and ingrowth with linear transfer between compartments. The resulting
system of ordinary differential equations was solved numerically using a semi-
implicit Runge-Kutta (Rosenbrock-Gottwald-Wanner) method. Contamination of the
groundwater by the leachate and atmospheric deposition were treated separately.

B1.2 Biosphere

Soil: Solid and liquid phase being in assumed equilibrium, soil concentrations were
calculated using the distribution factor (Kd). The final results were obtained by
averaging over the compartments (in both zones A and B) in the 22.5° sector,
separately for agricultural and pasture area.

Bl
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Vegetation: Foliar interception of deposition and irrigation water (well in zone A,
lake in zone B) and root uptake were considered as pathways in vegetation
contamination. Every soil (groundwater) compartment in the pasture and
agricultural areas was matched by a vegetation one, to take into account the removal
of the contaminant from the vegetation to the soil (groundwater) with the weathering
half life (the same for the dust and irrigation water). Root uptake was described by
a steady-state model using the soil-plant transfer factors.

Aquatic System: Well water contamination was assumed to be the same as in the
groundwater situated at 1000 m from the tailing (near the river); only the liquid
phase of the contaminant was considered.

It was assumed that the aquifer drains into the river. Contamination of river water
had been described a simplified mixed tank model, without sediment load from the
watershed [B1.3]. Sources of contamination for the lake included atmospheric
deposition and river water, neglecting any contamination exchange between the
aquifer and the lake. The lake system was described by a three compartment model:
lake water, surface sediment and deep sediment; solid and liquid phase of
contaminant in each compartment in equilibrium. Unidirectional water-surface-deep
sediment transfer were assumed, by deposition of suspended sediment and diffusion
with linear sorption equilibrium between surface and deep sediment.

Animals: For fish and beef contamination assessment, a steady-state model was
used based on animal distribution factors. Contaminant intake by beef was
evaluated using the beef diet give in the VI .07 scenario; drinking water source in zone
A was well and the lake in zone B (water only, without particulate).

B1.3 Dosimetric Calculations

Internal irradiation was considered only, in the absence of consistent external dose
conversion factors. All dosimetric calculations were performed using the intake
assessed on the basis of the given diet, food and drinking water (well in zone A; lake
in zone B) concentrations.

Bl.4 Variations from the V1.07 scenario

The following aspects were not modelled:

resuspension of dust;
radon short lived daughter deposition;
groundwater dilution by the river;
river water dilution by the lake;
external exposure from surface deposited contamination;
soil erosion;
surface run-off from the tailing.

The following additional data were assumed:

• river flow velocity: 0.2 m/s (typical flow velocity for a lowland river
with the given flow rate). The other river dimensions required by the
mixed tank model (depth and width were calculated using the flow
rate and the flowing velocity);
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same weathering half life on the plant for dust and irrigation water;

infiltrated deposition mixed instantaneously with groundwater.

B1.5 Results

Atmospheric Source: The dose rates to all pathways are higher by a factor of ten in
zone A. In both zones the total dose is dominated by the contribution of Po-210
mainly due to the high values from the beef-cattle pathway. The initial sequence of
the contribution of the nuclides in all pathways remains the same in time, except in
two cases: the fish pathway, where the initial higher contribution of Pb-210 and Po-
210 is exceeded after approximately 100 y after the start of the release by the U-
238/234 contribution; and the vegetation (in both zones) where the Ra-226
contribution exceeds after near 50 y the Pb-210 and Po-210 contribution. After the
release stops concentrations and doses decrease rapidly to values close to zero in all
pathways and for all nuclides.

Groundwater Source: The differences between the two zones are much higher than
in the case of atmospheric source, the total dose in zone B is near five order of
magnitude lower than in the zone A one. In both zones and all pathways the U-
238/234 contribution is dominant, except the vegetation pathway in zone A, where
the Ra-226 contribution exceeds the uranium one after about 700 y. The untypical
time evolution of the Pb and Po-210 concentration and dose, with two peak values
(at 70 and 2000 y) is not explained.

Steady state values are reached by the uranium isotopes contribution in all pathways
after approximately 80-100 y. The rest of the nuclides (except Th-230) reach the
steady state value in about 200-300 y after the release starts. The dose rate (and
concentration) from all nuclides in all pathways (except again Th-230) drops to
values close to zero after the release stops. The Th-230 contribution reaches a
maximum value after the release stops, at near 8000 y in all pathways and after
decrease slowly. This is probably due to the slow transfer of thorium through the
aquifer.

B1.6 References for ECOSR

[Bl.l] L Toro. (1993) Annals of the Inst of Public Health and Medical Research No
2, P56.
[B1.2] IAEA Safety Series No 57,1982.
[B2.3] Robbins J A, Edgington D N. Geochimica and Cosmochimica Acta, v.39.
p285, 1975.

B2 ETP/AECB (Environmental Transfer Pathway, as Applied by
AECB)

B2.1 Description and Application to V1.07 Scenario

ETP is a customizable compartment model for conducting pathways analyses on the
transport and accumulation of contaminants in the biosphere. It permits calculations
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of radiation dose or risk to humans and other biota, in a wide variety of
environments. Applications of the model include: pathways analyses, calculation of
Derived Emission Limits (DELs), risk assessment, cumulative impact assessment,
sensitivity analyses, food-chain modelling. Figure B2.1 indicates the general transfer
pathways included in the code. The User Manual for the code describes in detail the
modelling approach and transfer algorithms [B2.1]. The model is based on standard
screening level conceptual models for contaminant fate and transport (CSA, 1987
[B2.2] and IAEA, 1989 [B2.3]).

ETP has been designed to be flexible in dealing with scenario size and complexity;
multiple contaminants, sources, pathways and receptors can be simulated
simultaneously. A graphical user interface in the model allows scenarios to be
created or modified quickly, without the need to change the actual programming
code.

Editable text fields are available for entering input parameter values directly from
the keyboard. In addition, the code is supported with databases that can be
customized for particular scenarios, and called into the simulation when desired.

ETP/AECB is a deterministic code developed for the AECB. Full development of
the code had not been achieved at the time of modelling Scenario V1.07, and thus the
VI.07 simulation results do not reflect all necessary processes (eg radioactive
ingrowth of airborne/deposited material).

Results for Scenario VI.07 were calculated for 10,000 years, at the time steps of 1
year. Results are based on a single simulation using mean values for all parameters.
Results were plotted at 20 year intervals.

In several cases, manipulation of output data has been necessary to convert the
output to the format requested of the modellers (eg changing soil activity from
"Bq/m.2" to "Bq/m.3"; applying Risk factors instead of Dose factors).

ETP/AECB uses a sector-averaged Gaussian plume atmospheric dispersion model,
described in [B2.2]. The model uses the concept of a single vertical point-source.
Plume depletion and first-order decay during transport are considered, as is
resuspension from soil. (The resuspension layer parameter was not used.)
Radioactive in-growth of daughter products due to parent decay during transport
was not considered. The model assumed a particle density of 2.4 g cm-3 for all
particulates. Meteorological data required is triple-joint frequency data (wind
speed, wind frequency, stability class), for 16 compass sectors.

ETP/AECB uses a ID, non-steady-state groundwater transport model modified
from the WASP4 code, a finite-volume, finite-difference hydrodynamic numerical
model developed by the US EPA [B2.4]. The process of transverse dispersion is not
considered, but this is not considered significant for modelling cases where advection
dominates over diffusion. The flow rate in the river was assumed to be 10 times the
seepage rate of groundwater into the river, ie the dilution factor of 10 specified in the
scenario. Given that the river discharge to the lake is 3170 1 s-1 (assuming that the
river outflow represents 100% of the inflow to the lake), then the rate of groundwater
seepage to the river is assumed to be 317 1 s-1. Concentrations in the well are
assumed to be the same as the groundwater discharging into the river.
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ETP uses a simple steady-state river model that incorporates only the processes of
dilution and radioactive decay. It does not consider the processes of settling,
diffusion between water and surficial sediments, or ingrowth.

The lake was modelled by a non-steady-state, finite-difference numerical model,
which incorporates the processes of dilution, sedimentation, diffusion and
decay/ingrowth. Lake water is linked to an upper (aerobic) sediment layer, which is
itself linked to a deep (anaerobic) sediment layer. Sediment processes considered
include 2-way diffusion, burial and decay/ingrowth. Sediment results were reported
only for the upper (aerobic) sediment layer.

Soil is assumed to be at steady-state with the atmosphere at any given time. The net
incremental change in concentration in soil at each time step is determined by
considering contributing (atmospheric deposition, surface runoff, irrigation, ingrowth)
and removal (erosion, leaching, decay) processes at each time step. (Note:
erosion/runoff processes were not requested in the VI.07 scenario). The model
incorporates only 1 soil layer and does not account for differences in soil chemistry
between horizons that may affect contaminant availability; leaching processes are
considered only as removal mechanisms. The model calculates soil activity
(concentration) as Bq (mg)/m2; this was converted to units of Bq (mg)/m3 for the
BIOMOVS V1.07 simulation. Please note that calculations were made for two soil
situations: 1 where soil is irrigated (Sin-), an<3 the other where it is not (S).

An effective irrigation rate of 3.86E-6 1/m2 s was used (1 l/m2d *0.33).

Dose factors for groundshine (in units of Sv/a per Bq/m2) were selected for U-238
(6.0E-10), U-234 (2.18E-11), Th-230 (2.5E-11), Ra-226 (4.6E-08), Pb-210 (8.1E-11)
and Po-210 (2.3E-13).

All other modelling assumptions were as specified in the V1.07 Scenario description
(April 1993).

B2.2 References

[B2.1] Beak (1992). Environmental Transport Pathway Model. User Manual.
Report to Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada, Ottawa.

[B2.2] Canadian Standards Association (CSA) (1987). Guidelines for Calculating
Derived Release Limits for Radioactive Material in Airborne and Liquid Effluents for
Normal Operation of Nuclear Facilities. CAN/CSA-N288.1-M87.

[B2.3] IAEA (1989). The Application of the Principles for Limiting Releases of
Radioactive Effluents in the Case of the Mining and Milling of Radioactive Ores,
Safety Series No. 90.

[B2.4] Ambrose R B , Wool T A, Connolly J P and Schanz R W (1990). WASP4, A
Hydrodynamic and Water Quality Model - Model Theory, User's Manual and
Programmer's Guide. U S EPA, Athens, GA 30613.
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B3 GEOLE/ABRICOT

GEOLE was written in 1988 to study the transport of radionuclides through the
geosphere following release from repositories. It calculates the source term due to a
storage of radioactive waste (release due to the leaching of the waste) and the flow
of activity in an outlet due to a continuous release. The code gives the concentration
of activity in the outlet.

ABRICOT calculates the annual individual dose due to this release. It gives the total
dose (and not the dose for each pathway) for a chosen scenario.

This paper describes the general concepts of GEOLE (Version 1992) [B3.1] and a
diagram summarizes the transfers used in ABRICOT (Version 1992) [B3.2].
Together, GEOLE/ABRICOT allow the impact of disposal on the human
environment to be assessed.

B3.1 Transport term (GEOLE)

B3.1.1 Basic Concept

The transport equation used is written as:

2 2
D x ~ + Dy^-£ - Vd | 2 = (BCR 3C + o)cRXC/ with

dx2 dy2 dx dt

x, flow axis,
v, transversal axis,
Dx and Dy dispersion tensor (m2 y-1) in the aquifer,
Dx = co.d +a,. \Vd\~cd.\Vd\
Dy = co.d +at. \Vd\~al\Vd\,

ot[ and ott, longitudinal and transversal dispersivities (m),
Vd, Darcy's velocity (m y-i),
coc, effective porosity, p . j ^
R, retardation factor, R = 1 + a p P d

Papp/ dry bulk density (kg m.-3)
IQ, distribution coefficient (m3 kg-i)

• X, radioactive constant (y1).

The distribution of activity for a continuous release A- (Bq y 1 ) , at the origin is
obtained by convolution:

t
Acont(x' y,t) =1 A (x, y, t -%)• dx, (Bq m"2)

o

To obtain the annual release of activity in the outlet, we integrate this expression:

Aex0f) = J J J Ma. A t -*;• dccdpdr, (Bq y~l)
0 x y
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where X and Y are the dimensions of the sheet of water impounded during a year.

B3.1.2 Numerical Expression for a Continuous Point Source Term

To calculate the annual release of activity in the outlet when the source term release
at tj is AOj, we make two assumptions:

• the release of activity at time tj is the product of multiplication of the
flow activity by the step of time At;

• the distribution of the activity on the flow axis is uniform near the
outlet.

We can estimate the last integration using the expression (for a well):

y +XLN/2

Aex(tf) - E J A(xp# y, tf - ti).Vrdy (Bq y" 1)
i XLN/2i y -XLN/2

• Xp, abscissa of the outlet,
• yp ordinate of the outlet,
• A (xp/ y, tf - tj), flow of activity at time tf due to the release of Activity

AOi. At at ti,
• Vr/ is the radionuclide's velocity (m y1), given by Vr = Vd/(oocR)

Vd, Darcy's velocity,
coC/ effective porosity,
R, retardation factor for the radionuclide,

• XLN is the dimension from sheet of water impounded to satisfy the
water extraction rate.

We use the expression for A(xp,y,tf - tj),

A • Af- (\ - v -V2 ., 9
/Ttrtj.djL v rj m i ' J. v o

fy V fr - f**̂  ^i pyn (- r \ v f*YT">^- J \ v pvn {-\(\-r - ^'W (T^iH m"-^1^

]27tati 2o-ti
2

We obtain the expression of the annual flow of activity in the outlet for a continuous
release discretized at ti for a point source term at the origin:

Aex(tf) =Z Aoi- A tXi.Yt x e ' ^ f " ^i), (Bq y-1)
i

with,

• AOi, annual release of activity at t, (Bq y-i),
• At, step of time between emissions (y),
• the term corresponding to the integration on x:
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Xi = r
x e

)27toIi

(xp " xmi)

2oii2

the term corresponding to the integration of y:

erf
i-XLN

-erf 2
yp -i-XLN

B3.2 Biosphere Modelling

The principles used in ABRICOT are explained in Figure B3.1. For the V1.07
scenario some adaptations have been made:

• for the stable elements a radioactive period of 1020 years was
introduced;

• the groundwater flowrate is assumed to be 1 107 m 3 /y . The
concentrations in the well are the same as those in the groundwater;

• the flow rate of the river is also 1 107 m3/y;

• we have treated the lake as a river but with a flow rate 1 108 m3/y;

• the present of suspended particles in the lake was taken into account,
but the sedimentation and the evolution of the aerobic sediments
towards an anaerobic form cannot be introduced in our code.

B3.3 References

[B3.1] Guetat P (1988). Geole Version 1988. Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique,
Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire. Technical Report
CEA/IPSN/DPEI/SERGD n° 88/04.

[B3.2] Guetat P et Renaud P (1992). Etude Theorique et Quantitative des Transferts
de Radioactivite dans la Biosphere. Description du code ABRICOT, code d'impact
radiologique sur fes bases agronomiques . Technical Report
CEA/IPSN/DPEI/SERGD n°92/04.
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Figure B3.1: ABRICOT Compartments and Pathways
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B4 IMPACT (Integrated Model for the Probabilistic Assessment of
Contaminated Transport)

B4.1 Program Description

Environmental IMPACT (Integrated Model for the Probabilistic Assessment of
Contaminant Transport) has evolved from the ETP model that was developed by
BEAK on behalf of the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) see Section B2. Like
ETP, it simulates multi-media contaminant fate and transport, calculates
contaminant uptake and transfer through the food chain, and estimates dose and
risk to man and other biota. Like ETP, it accepts time-varying contaminant fluxes to
air, water, groundwater, soil or sediment, at multiple locations, and predicts
exposure concentrations, dose and risk to multiple receptors at specified locations.
In contrast to ETP, it includes radionuclide decay and ingrowth, a more complex soil
weathering model and a probabilistic option.

Groundwater transport is represented by a choice of either a steady-state flow and
transport or dynamic 1-D model, which includes adsorption, dispersion, radioactive
decay and ingrowth. Atmospheric dispersion is represented by a Gaussian plume
model using triple joint frequency meteorological data, including radioactive decay
and ingrowth, deposition to soil and resuspension from soil. Soil weathering in
response to precipitation is represented by separate erosion and leaching processes
which respond to site features such as topography and cover. Aquatic transport is
represented by a steady-state mixing model, with deposition to sediment, two-way
diffusional exchange between the sediment and water column, burial and
radionuclide decay and ingrowth. The sediment model contains shallow and deep
layers which can have different characteristics.

Contaminant uptake and transfer through the food chain are represented as a linear,
steady-state process. Routes of exposure for man and biota include ingestion,
inhalation, dermal absorption, external irradiation by air and water immersion, and
groundshine.

The model contains an extensive database of default chemical contaminant
properties, and human and ecological receptor properties, to permit rapid
completion of a wide variety of screening level risk assessments. Its graphical user
interface permits rapid construction of contaminant release, transport and exposure
scenarios, using cut and paste features, and visual display of scenarios and results in
a spatially explicit (GIS) format. All user input values are directly traceable and
referenceable within a the model database.

Simulations can be performed in deterministic or probabilistic model. In probabilistic
simulations, uncertainty distributions can be defined for any model input parameter.
Means and percentiles over multiple iterations are reported for each predicted
concentration, dose or risk, at each receptor location and time step.

A user manual [B4.1] documents all contaminant dispersion and transfer equations
and dose and risk calculations. These are based on standard screening level
conceptual models [B4.2, B4.3, B4.4, B4.5] with addition of special features such as
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decay and ingrowth. Figure B2.1 illustrates the human exposure pathways, ie as for
the ETP model.

B4.2 Application to V1.07

This implementation of IMPACT does not report intake rate in mg/a for metals,
although the intake is used internally to compute dose rate in mg/kg.day an
associated risk. Therefore, intake rates for metals were not submitted. Similarly,
this implementation does not report annual risk for radionuclides, and these risk
results were not submitted.

Because of the way the scenario was implemented in the model, the human receptors
in zones A and B were not exposed to irrigated soil directly. Therefore they received
no additional dose/risk from groundshine or inhalation of resuspended dust from
irrigated soil. Uptake from irrigated soil to lettuce and all other aspects of the V1.07
scenario were modelled as described in Appendix A.

B4.3 References

[B4.1] BEAK (1994). IMPACT User Manual. Report to Atomic Energy Control
Board.

[B4.2] Canadian Standards Association (CSA) (1987). Guidelines for Calculating
Derived Release Limits for Radioactive Material in Airborne and Liquid Effluents for
Normal Operation of Nuclear Facilities. CAN/CSA-N288.1-M87.

[B4.3] IAEA (1989). The Application of the Principles for Limiting Releases of
Radioactive Effluents in the Case of the Mining and Milling of Radioactive Ores,
Safety Series No. 90.

[B4.4] U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (1989). Risk Assessment
Guidance for Superfund Volume I Human Health Evaluation Manual (Part A).
EPA/540/1-89/002. Washington, D.C.

[B4.5] U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (1992). Framework for
Ecological Risk Assessment. EPA/630/R-92/001. Washington, D.C.

B5 JAERI Model

B5.1 Groundwater Release

The conceptual aquifer model used here is shown in Figure B5.1. The transport of the
contaminants through aquifer was analysed by using a numerical solution of a mass
transport equation involving lD-advection, ID-dispersion, retention and decay
chain. The concentration of contaminants at the point A corresponds to a
concentration listed in Table 3 of the VI.07 scenario description, and the point B,
that is defined as the release point of groundwater to river, is an assumed zero
concentration boundary because the contaminants are diluted by the river water at
this point.
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The concentration in well water or river water is defined by dividing the release rate
of the contaminants at the point B by the flow rate of groundwater or river water

l/a and 1011 I/a respectively).

Well

Tailings

Groundwater -

1000m Release to
river

Point A Point B

Figure B5.1: Conceptual Model of the Aquifer

B5.2 Atmospheric Release

The concentration of the contaminants in air and the input by deposition to each
compartment here, ie lake and agricultural area, were calculated by a Gaussian
plume model.

B5.3 Biosphere

The analysis of biospheric transport of the contaminants is based on a linear
dynamic compartment model and solves a set of differential equations by the Runge-
Kutta-Gill method.

Figure B5.2 shows schematically the transfer pathways of the contaminants in the
biosphere. The pathways solved by a dynamic solution are denoted by a solid line
and the other pathways are denoted by an interrupted line were analysed with a
steady-state solution.

It is assumed that all of the contaminants released to the river are transported
directly to the lake without any interaction with river sediment. The contaminants
transferred into the lake are assumed to have interactions between water and
sediments. For the transport from the lake water to the upper sediment, the
mechanisms involve deposition of suspended solid which have sorbed the
contaminants and diffusion controlled sorption to the sediment. For other transport
pathways, ie from the upper sediment to the lake water and between the upper
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sediment and deeper sediment, we consider only a diffusion mechanism with a linear
sorption equilibrium.

In the case of lake water used as drinking water for humans in zone B, the
contaminants adsorbed to suspended solid are all removed by cleaning. But for
livestock, lake water is used as it is. We applied the dose conversion factors for
external exposure using QAD-CGGP2 [B5.1] which is the revised version of the point
kernal code of QAD-CGGP. The dose conversion factors (Sv/y per Bq/g soil) which
we estimated are listed below.

U-238 6.17E-5 Ra-226 5.33E-3
U-234 3.54E-7 Po-210 3.23E-8
Th-230 1.31E-6 Pb-210 4.13E-6

B5.4 References

[B5.1] Sakamoto Y and Tanaka S (1990). QAD-CGGP2 and G33-GP2: Revised
Versions of QAD-CGGP and G33-GP, JAERI-M 90-110, JAERI.
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Figure B5.2: Schematic Pathways of Contaminants Transport in the Biosphere
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B6 RESRAD

B6.1 General Description

RESRAD is a computer code developed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for
the US Department of Energy (DOE) to calculate site-specific residual radioactive
materials guidelines and radiological dose/risk to an on-site individual at a
radioactively contaminated site. The code is continuously improved and updated in
response to suggestions from users and to incorporate new features that facilitate
user interaction and increase the capabilities and flexibility of the code. RESRAD-
CHEM, which was derived from RESRAD, calculates risks from chemical
contaminants. The RESRAD-CHEM database includes 151 chemicals.

RESRAD uses a pathway analysis method in which a pathway sum is calculated to
relate the radiological dose/risk to the concentration of the radionuclide in soil. The
pathway sum is the sum of pathway factors for each of the applicable pathways.
The pathway factor accounts for radioactive decay and ingrowth, transport,
transfer, (bio)accumulation, and radiological potency of the contaminant. The
pathways are illustrated in Figure B6.1.

B6.2 Modifications to RESRAD

Some modifications were needed to adapt RESRAD to the requirements specified in
the test scenario. RESRAD reports excess cancer risk in two forms. One of the
forms allocates the risk to the radionuclides at the point of action. The other form
assigns the risk to the initially present radionuclides. The dose is reported only in
one format - as being due to the radionuclides initially present. The test scenario
requires calculation of the dose due to the nuclides at the point of action. Therefore,
a module was added to RESRAD to sum the dose due to each nuclide at the point of
action arising from all the parent nuclides present in the contaminated zone.

The test scenario also specifies different interception factors for wet and dry
deposition and also for different classes of vegetation (leafy vegetables and pasture).
RESRAD uses the same interception factor for all classes of vegetation and types of
deposition; therefore, the code was modified to accommodate six different
interception factors.

B6.3 Simulating the Scenario on RESRAD

The VI.07 scenario includes a constant release of the contaminants. The leaching
model of RESRAD, in the absence of erosion of the contaminated zone, is a first-
order rate equation. The amount of contaminants in the contaminated zone
decreases exponentially under a first-order leach model. In such a situation, the
release rate can be kept effectively constant by increasing the inventory of
contaminants in the contaminated zone and by correspondingly decreasing the
leaching and the dust mass loading rates. Although this procedure minimizes the
effect of leaching, the release rate decreases because of radioactive decay. The solid
emission rate used to obtain the atmospheric release rates in scenario VI.07 was
given in scenario V1.05. This value was used to infer the contaminant content of the
tailings pile.
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The scenario also requires that the release stop after 1,000 years. RESRAD does not
have provision to truncate or modify the release after a specified time. Hence, two
sets of runs, offset from each other by 1,000 years, were required. The difference
between the two outputs gave the output for a truncated release. The offset run was
required because radioactive decay, ingrowth, and leaching diminish the
concentration of the contaminants to differing extents over the 1,000-year period.
The combination of values shown in Table B6.1 was used in combination with a solid
emission rate of 0.01 g s-1 to obtain the specified atmospheric release rates.

RESRAD computes the dilution factor of the on-site well from the water contributed
to the well from infiltration through the contaminated zone and from
uncontaminated groundwater. This worked out to a dilution of factor of 1/12.
Lateral dispersion leads to a dilution factor of 0.84. Thus the RESRAD output had
to be multiplied by 12*0.84 for consistency with the VI .07 description. Instead of
multiplying each of the outputs, it was easier to multiply the contaminant
concentration by that factor. The combination of values used for the groundwater
source are also shown in Table B6.1.

Table B6.1: Input Values of Concentration and Distribution Coefficients of

Contaminants in the Tailings

Activity Concentration in Soil (Bq [or mg] g-1)

Atmospheric Source Groundwater Source

Contaminants

U-238
U-234
Th-230
Ra-226
Pb-210
Po-210
As

Kd
(cm3 g-i)

6,200
6,200

1,000,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

500,000

Initial

620
620

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

71.4

1,000-Year
Offset

619.3
619.3
9.916
9,983
9,984
9,983

71.4

Initial

6,250
6,250

100,800
100,800
100,800
100,800

719.7

1,000-Year
Offset

6,242
6,242

99.949
100,629
100,639
100,629

719.7
Cr 1,000 7.14 7.089 71.97 719.7
Ni 1,000 0.714 0.7089 7.197 7.146

Since the version of RESRAD used in this study, version 5.13, was designed for on-
site cultivation over the contaminated zone, several modifications were necessary to
ensure that the desired off-site endpoints were obtained. The following adjustments
were made to the input to model the atmospheric source term. A root depth of zero
prevented root uptake from contaminated zone. The fraction of water from the
contaminated site was set to zero to suppress the contribution from the groundwater
release. The external radiation, milk, fish, drinking water, soil ingestion, and radon
pathways were suppressed. The dust mass loading rate was calculated using
equation K.2 of Yu et al, 1993 [B6.1]. The dust mass loadings for zones A and B
were 2.56E-09 and 4.64E-10 g m-3 respectively.

The following adjustments were made to the input to model the groundwater source
term. Setting the cover depth at 1 m, which is greater than the root and mixing
depths, ensured that root uptake and the dust subpathways were suppressed.
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RESRAD assumes that all classes of vegetation are irrigated to the same extent with
contaminated water. Since the scenario requires only that lettuce be irrigated, the
livestock fodder intake was set to zero. RESRAD also assumes that any excess
irrigation water passes through the contaminated zone (on-site cultivation). The
infiltration through the contaminated zone was limited to the specified value of 0.1
m y-1 by the proper choice of evapotranspiration coefficient Since RESRAD 5.13
did not provide for off-site transport through the saturated zone, the methodology of
Appendix A.2 of Yu et al, 1993 [B6.1] was used to simulate the saturated zone as
an unsaturated zone of unit saturation ratio.

In the test scenario, the two receptors are located at distances of 2.25 km and 7.25
km from the edge of the contamination. The agricultural and animal products
consumed by the test individuals are also obtained from these same off-site
locations. Atmospheric deposition and irrigation with contaminated water will lead
to accumulation of contaminants at these off-site locations. The scenario stipulates
that the off-site accumulation is removed at a half-life of 100 years. Version 5.13 of
RESRAD cannot model this accumulation. Hence, a methodology to compute the off-
site accumulation resulting from atmospheric deposition was developed. However,
since this methodology has not yet been implemented in the code, the off-site soil
content of the contaminants was computed using a spread sheet. These off-site soil
concentrations were then used in a RESRAD run to predict the external radiation
dose and the contribution of root uptake from off-site accumulation due to
atmospheric deposition.

B6.4 Deviations from Specified Scenario

The requirements of the scenario that could not be satisfied by modifications
discussed in Section B6.3 are discussed below.

As discussed in Section 3.3., RESRAD version 5.13 does not model off-site
accumulation. Although a methodology to compute the off-site accumulation
resulting from atmospheric deposition was developed and used in this study, a
corresponding methodology for accumulation due to irrigation has not yet been
developed. Hence, the external radiation dose and the contribution to root uptake
from accumulation due to irrigation are not included in these results.

The scenario specifies the radon release rate from the pile to the atmosphere, and the
model is expected to determine the ingrowth during off-site transport and dilution
due to dispersion. Because RESRAD 5.13 is an on-site model and does not compute
these effects, the RESRAD radon output was disregarded.

The aquatic system for the modelled scenario consists of a river feeding into a lake.
The characteristics of the lake sediments are specified. Lake-sediment interactions
and atmospheric deposition of contaminants into the lake are not considered in
RESRAD 5.13. Only the dilution due to the river was considered in determining the
contaminant concentration in the lake.

The scenario specifies a longitudinal dispersion coefficient, DL, of 10-3 m2 s-1.
RESRAD 5.13 does not consider the effects of longitudinal dispersion. A transverse
dispersion of one-tenth of the longitudinal dispersion was assumed in computing the
dilution factor according to equation K.15 of Yu et al, 1993 [B6.1]. Neglecting the
longitudinal dispersion results in overestimation of the breakthrough time of the
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contaminants. The peak concentration of the slow-moving contaminants, As and
Th-230, will also be overestimated.

B6.5 Additions to RESRAD

The following additions have been made to RESRAD during our participation in this
study.

• Compute and output media concentrations, in addition to dose/risk
endpoints;

• Output a table of doses attributed to the nuclides at the point of
action, in addition to the previously existing table of doses attributed
to the parent nuclides present in the contaminated zone;

• Inclusion of the effect of lateral dispersion; and

Offsite accumulation for atmospheric releases and off-site transport
for groundwater release.

B6.6 Reference

[B6.1] Yu C et al (1993). Manual for Implementing Residual Radioactive Material
Guidelines Using RESRAD, Version 5.0, ANL/EAD/LD-2, Argonne National
Laboratory, Argonne 111.
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Figure B6.1: Pathways Considered in RESRAD Code
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B7 SACO (Safety Assessment Comparison)

The SACO (Safety Assessment Comparison) Methodology [B7.1] has been applied
to the VI .07 scenario. The methodology is applicable to:

• all waste types (toxic, radioactive and mixed wastes);

• shallow and deep disposal facilities;

• varying levels of data availability.

• has a range of possible end points;

• allows the comparison of the environmental impacts of different disposal
options and waste types;

• has modular structure involving a set of codes for various components of the
problem.

The conceptual models applied for each V1.07 release type are shown in Figures B7.1
and B7.2

B7.1 Groundwater Release

A constant concentration in pore water before 1000 years has been considered; after
1000 years the release to the aquifer stops.

The groundwater flow and transport modules of SACO have been applied to obtain
the concentrations of contaminants in the well and in the discharge point to the river.
The U-234 isotope was considered to in equilibrium with U-238 in the simulation.

Using a resistance-network analogue model, the steady-state flow of groundwater in
fully saturated media is estimated. Groundwater movements within the flow
network are predicted at instants in time from specified boundary conditions of flow
or piezometric head. The network is represented by flow paths and nodes. Within
each path, material properties are assumed to be uniform and constant throughout a
simulation. The steady state flow in each path is determined using the standard
Darcy flow equation:

together with a mass balance at each node where paths intersect:

v.

Qij + Qs = o
i =0
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where:

Qij is the groundwater flow from node i to node j (m3/y)
hj is the piezometric head at note i (m)
hj is the piezometric head at node j (m)
Ajj is the cross sectional area of the leg ij (connecting node i to node j)

(m2)
Kij is the hydraulic conductivity of leg ij (m/y)
Vj is the number of paths connected to node j
lij is the length of leg ij (m)
Qs is the inlet/outlet flow which can be applied at specified nodes

(m3/y)

A system of equations of the above from which corresponds to the user specified
network, is solved using a Gauss-Jordan elimination. The principal output of the
system is a set of Darcy velocities obtained by dividing the flow rate along each
pathway by the saturated cross sectional area.

The transport model simulates radionuclide migration by computing, for each time
interval considered, radionuclide fluxes and concentrations throughout the network.
The processes considered have been: mass flow and radioactive decay.

Radionuclide migration is modelled according to the following equation in which the
above processes are represented:

R1 = v - A1 R1 C1) + A1 L R1 x Ci1 x

at ax

C'I is the concentration of nuclide species i in pore water (mole /m 3 )
t is the t ime
Ri is the retardat ion factor for nuclide i (-)
v is the average pore velocity ( m / y )
X, is the length variable (m)
Ai is the decay constant for nuclide i (y -1)

The model assumes that the retardation of radionuclide migrat ion velocity relative to
that of g roundwate r can be represented by linear, equi l ibr ium and reversible sorption.
The retardat ion factor, Rj is calculated as:

Kd{
R l+ p £ l

where:

Pg is the average grain density of the minerals in the rock (kg/m3)
et is the total porosity of the rock (-)
Kd< is the equilibrium distribution coefficient for nuclide species i (m3/kg)

A dynamical compartment model has been developed to obtain the transfers
between environmental compartments.
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BIOPATH [B7.2] has been used to calculate the turnover of nuclides in the biospheric
compartments that form the conceptual model.

Transfers between compartments are taken into account by using transfer
coefficients. The transfer coefficients considered in this case are the following:

Well to soil A

_ IAf
Vzv

K —

where:

I = irrigation rate (m/y)
Af = farmland area (m2)
Vw = well volume (m3)

Soil A or B to Elsewhere

In2
K =

where:

Sw = soil weathering half life (y)

Lake to Soil B

IAf

where:

Vi = lake volume (m3)

Lake to Surface Sediment

Vc Kdss

hi d + Kdss)
where:

Vs = sediment deposition rate (m/y)
Kd = distribution coefficient (m3/kg)
ss = suspended sediment load (kg/m3)
h[ = average depth of the lake (m)

Lake to Elsewhere
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where:

Q = outflow from the lake (m-Vy)

An equilibrium model using transfer factors has been used to obtain concentrations in
food products.

B7.2 Atmospheric Release

The conceptual model applied to this kind of release is showed in Figure 2.

Atmospheric release transport, surface deposition and resuspension of particulates
and gases have been simulated with MILDOS-AREA [B7.3].

A sector-averaged Gaussian plume-dispersion model issued to compute
concentrations of radioactive materials from fixed-point sources.

The concentration in the plume is depleted by the processes of dry deposition and
radioactive decay.

An equilibrium model has been applied to obtain concentrations in food products.

B7.3 Dosimetric and Risk Model

A dosimetric model (DOSCAL) [B7.4], developed in IMA Institute, has been applied
to obtain doses by various pathways, including inhalation, ingestion and external
irradiation to humans. A simple calculation using risk conversion factors has been
applied to obtain the risk results.

B7.4 References

[B7.1] IMA/CIEMAT and Intera Information Technologies (1993). Safety
Assessment Comparison Methodology for Toxic and Radioactive Wastes, (SACO
Version 1.0). CIEMAT/IMA/UCRE/10/93.

[B7.2] Bergstrom U et al (1982). BIOPATH: A Computer Code for Calculation of
the Turnover of Nuclides in the Biosphere and the Resulting Doses to Man. A Basic
Description. STUDSVIK/NW-82/261.

[B7.3] Yuan Y C et al (1989). MILDOS-AREA: An Enhanced Version of Mildos for
Large-Area Sources. Argonne National Laboratory (USA). ANL/ES-161.

[B7.4] Robles B, Simon I, Torres C (1993). Desarrollo de un modelo dosimetrico para
la evaluacion del impacto radiologico producido por un sistema de almacenamiento
de residuos radiactivos. DOSCAL. CIEMAT/IMA/UCRE/17/93.
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Figure B7.1: SACO Conceptual Model for Groundwater Release
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Figure B7.2: SACO Conceptual Model for Atmospheric Release
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B8 SENES Model

B8.1 Model Features

The model for environmental transfer, uptake and risk used by SENES to assess
Scenario VI.07 is a modified version of the environmental pathways portion of the
UTAP (Uranium Tailings Assessment Program) model.

The original UTAP model was developed by SENES under contract to the National
Uranium Tailings Program (NUTP) established by Energy Mines and Resources
Canada. During the development of the UTAP code the following issues, amongst
others, were addressed: characterization of a typical reference tailings site; selection
of key pathways of radionuclide exposure of receptors; assessment of probability
distributions used to specify physical, chemical and behaviourial parameters; and
evaluation of sensitivity and uncertainty analysis techniques for analyzing results.
The result of this work was a flexible probabilistic assessment code which can aid in
the evaluation of impacts resulting from tailings both during operation and following
close out. The UTAP model consists of several component modules or sub-programs
which implement mathematical models specifying processes occurring in both the
tailings and their surrounding environment.

The original program was modified [B9.1, B9.2, B9.3, B9.4, B9.5 and B9.6] to
incorporate modelling of Po-2 .̂0 and stable metals and to allow matrices of certain
values calculated external to the model (eg air concentrations or water source term
concentrations) to be input if desired instead of using values calculated from models
built into the code. In fact, in the analysis performed for V1.07 the Industrial Source
Code (Long-Term) model was used to calculate air concentrations which were then
fed into the model biosphere and dose models. SENES' pathways program models
radionuclides (natural uranium, Th-230 or total thorium, Ra-226, Rn-222, Pb-210
and Po-210), stable metals and other ions dissolved in the aqueous phase. Other
species can be added as needed.

Other modifications made to the model in recent studies include the addition of
small game (hare, fowl) pathways, inhalation pathways for animals, soil ingestion by
animals and the ability to model total concentrations in the environment (and doses)
as opposed to incremental affects.

For V1.07, the pathways model used was modified to include groundwater
modelling of stable metals, human intake of metals, irrigation, beef cattle (rather than
wild game and including pasture, soil, water and inhalation pathways) and the
option for direct consumption of well water by both human receptors and cattle (See
Figure B8.1). Risk estimation was also incorporated into the model as a result of this
exercise.

A number of key assumptions and variations from the scenario description were
made. These are outlined as follows:

1. Po-210 is assumed to be in secular equilibrium with its Pb-210 parent
in groundwater and soil and was not modelled explicitly in these
media. Po-210 was modelled explicitly in other media (eg surface
water, vegetation).
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2. Plume depletion via deposition, resuspension of dust and deposition
on surface water bodies have not been modelled in this exercise.
These assumptions are expected to yield conservative estimates of
environmental concentrations during the period when the air source is
active, as air and soil concentrations will be higher as a result of the
exclusion of these processes. During the period when there is no air
source however, not modelling resuspension of soil/dust will result in
lower inhalation doses. It is not expected that this will have a
significant effect, but again a specific study of this issue has not been
done.

3. Suspended solids in lake water have not been accounted for in the
irrigation calculations. However, metals and radionuclides are
modelled as being removed from the water column on settling solids.
Decomposition of bottom sediments is also modelled resulting in
release of metals and radionuclides back into the water column.

4. A 100 year half life of contaminants in soil, to account for all removal
processes, was not used in the SENES model. The SENES model
contains a detailed two layer soil model which incorporates
atmospheric deposition, irrigation water application, leaching in soil
water, surface runoff and radioactive decay. For the purpose of this
application, the" upper layer, typically modelled as a thin layer of
organic material, was modelled as consisting of the same sandy soil as
the lower layer. The ploughing depth was used as the total depth of
the soil layers for both the pasture and lettuce (vegetable crop) areas.
Ploughing frequency was not accounted for in the modelling.

Results presented are for the lettuce growing (ie irrigated) area. The
differences in soil concentrations resulting from this model versus the
100 year half life will vary for each contaminant depending directly on
the contaminant specific distribution coefficient (K<j) and radioactive
decay mechanisms.

5. Since a more detailed soil model was used than that specified for
Scenario V1.07, a net precipitation rate was required. A value of 0.5
m y 1 was arbitrarily chosen for this parameter.

6. The lake model used did not consider two sediment compartments
(aerobic and anaerobic) in the manner specified in the scenario
description. The SENES model contains a two layer sediment
subroutine comprising, an active zone in which materials are being
deposited and resuspended (comparable to the aerobic compartment)
and a deep - removal zone in which contaminants are assumed to be
eliminated from the environment (comparable to the anaerobic
compartment). The active layer continuously moves upward as new
sediment is added. The effect should be similar to that suggested in
the V1.07 description but this aspect has not been studied
specifically.
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B8.2 SENES Model Modifications

For V1.07, the SENES pathways model was modified to include a number of
characteristics not previously included. These modifications included modelling of
stable metals through all environmental media built into the model (not previously
included in groundwater or human intake). Risk estimation was also incorporated
into the model as a result of this exercise.

A number of additional environmental pathways were also incorporated into the
model to accommodate site specific needs not required for earlier applications.
These include:

• contaminant deposition on vegetation due to irrigation with surface or
well water;

• contaminant deposition on soil due to irrigation with surface or well
water;

• affects on removal processes from soil due to irrigation;

• direct consumption of well water (previously only surface water was
consumed) by human receptors;

• beef cattle (previously only wild game was modelled) ingestion of
pasture, soil and well or surface water and inhalation of dust; and

• ingestion of beef by human receptors.

B8.3 Intercomparison of Results

In comparing results from the SENES pathways model with the results of other
models, a number of key differences are apparent. These are due to some key
differences in assumptions, model characteristics and variations from the scenario
description. The major differences and the implications on the results are described
below.

Uranium

Uranium-238 and uranium-234 are modelled as total uranium rather than
individually. Results presented in graphical form for uranium-238 are the results for
total uranium divided by 2.

Groundwater

In interpreting the scenario description, the infiltration rate given for the tailings area
was ignored. All of the groundwater flow along the modelled flowpath was taken to
be contaminated. This total flow was calculated as the area of the aquifer window
times the Darcy velocity. The aquifer window was taken as the product of the
aquifer depth and the width (perpendicular to the flow path) of the tailings area.
This interpretation is believed to be consistent with scenario interpretations made by
other modellers.
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The SENES groundwater model is based on a solution of the advection-dispersion
equation which has been modified to include the effects of geochemical retardation
and radioactive decay. In order to maintain a reasonable computation time, steady-
state, one-dimensional flow conditions have been assumed. The governing partial
differential equation is solved using an analytical solution to determine the
concentration of radionuclides and metals at the discharge point and well.

The effects of geochemical retardation are most notable with Th-230 since it has the
highest assigned Kd value of the modelled contaminants and hence the longest time
to reach the discharge point (approximately 400 years). Similarly, arsenic with a
high Kd value requires approximately 200 years to reach the well. Chromium, nickel,
and uranium have small Kd values and show high concentrations in well water at
year 10 since the affects of geochemical retardation are relatively minor.

Soil Model

A comparison of results of the SENES soil model with results from other models
show very clearly the affects of using contaminant specific removal mechanisms. Soil
concentrations predicted for uranium, nickel and chromium are markedly lower than
those from other models, directly reflecting the low Kd values and hence faster
removal than the scenario description's 100 year half life. Thorium concentrations
reflect its long residence time due to a high FCa value.

B8.4 References

[B9.1] SENES Consultants Limited, SENES Oak Ridge Inc. And Terrestrial and
Aquatic Environmental Managers Ltd (1994). Screening Level Ecological Risk
Assessment - McArthur River Project. Prepared for Cameco Corporation.

[B9.2] SENES Consultants Limited (1994). Human Health and Environmental
Pathways Analyses, McArthur River Project Operating Phase. Draft, June.

[B9.3] SENES Consultants Limited (1991). McClean Lake Project Environmental
Impact Statement. Prepared for Minatco Ltd, August.

[B9.4] SENES Consultants Limited (1991). Environmental Impact Statement for a
Proposed Uranium Mine and Mill. Prepared for Midwest Joint Venture, August.

[B9.5] SENES Consultants Limited (1989). Open Pit Decommissioning
Collins Bay A-Zone, B-Zone and D-Zone - Pathways Analysis of
Decommissioning Alternatives. Prepared for Cameco Corporation. April.

[B9.6] SENES Consultants Limited, Boojum Research Ltd and Steffen, Robertson
and Kirsten (Canada) Inc (1993). Collins Bay B-Zone Decommissioning - Year 1.
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B9 SONS Model

B9.1 Groundwater Release

The transport of the contaminants through aquifer was calculated by use of a
numerical solution of a ID mass transport equation including dispersion, advection,
retention and activity changes due to radioactive decay. The code is under
development.

The release rates of radionuclides were calculated from the concentrations in the
porewater and the infiltration rate. It was assumed to be constant during first
thousand years, then reduced to zero. The concentration of contaminants in leachate
is diluted by mixing with aquifer water.

The effective porosity is assumed to be equal to the total porosity.

The concentration in the well water is assumed to be the same as in the groundwater.

The width of the tailings pile is assumed to be 500 m.

The flowrate of the river is assumed to be the same the input flow of the lake.

B9.2 Atmospheric Releases

The atmospheric transport was calculated by a Gaussian plume model. Corrections
for plume depletion and rain scavenging were performed.

B9.3 Biosphere Transport

The biospheric transport was modelled by the linear compartment model. The
terrestrial food chains included are shown in Figure B9.1.

Some data adopted in calculations were different from those given in the V1.07
description:

SONS V1.07

Water consumption, m3 y 1

human 0.44 0.73
cattle 27 18

Fish consumption, kg y-1 10 5
Beef consumption, kg y-i 75 50
U transfer to meat, d kg-i 3.4E-4 3.4E-2
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Figure B9.1: Flow Chart through the Terrestrial Food Chain, SONS Model
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Atomic Energy Control Board, Canada
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